
Fee scheme 

'will cripple


research' 

The future of university scientific research is being jeopardised by a 

steady decline in the number of students beginning higher degree studies, 
says Professor Fred Smith, chairman of the department of Physics at 
Monash. 

The Federal Government's decision to the turbulence of the issue at a national 
extend the Higher Education Contribu level, graduate studies remained a "sig
tion Scheme (graduate tax) to honors nificant activity" at Monash. 
students and higher degree candidates " We are consistently ranked in the 
had exacerbated the situation. he said. top four or five universities in Australia 

Professor Smith made the claims at a on enrolments in Masters degrees and 
recent conference on postgraduate Ph.Ds," he said . 
education held at Monash. HWe have a well-established record in 

He said about 40 per cent of univer  the management of graduate studies 
sity scientifk: research was conducted by students, recognised by a recent study 
postgraduate students undertaking on the progress of postgraduate research 
higher degrees. award holders and published by Ihe 

If Iheir numbers dwindled, labor Department of Employment, Education 
atory-based research would be virtually and Training earlier this year (see story). 
crippled . "The date indicates this university has 

Other speakers at The value oj post the highest completion rate of students 
graduate study. its purpose and objec in Australian universities, and some at
tives expressed similar concerns about tention has been focused on us as a 
the future of postgraduate studies. result . " 

The director of careers and Appoint To help maintain the university'S 
ments at Monash, Mr Lionel Parrott, standing guidelines had been set for the 
told participants that the Federal supervision of graduates, and they 
Government 's attitude toward higher clearly stated the responsibility of staff 
degree studies remained uncertain. and students, Professor Logan said, ad

" There is little reason to believe that ding that more emphasis would be plac
higher degree enrolments will be en ed on graduate studies at Monash. 
couraged to increase," he said. Funds for basic research would be 

The Vice-Chancellor, Professor augmented by the university's own 
Logan, told the conference that, despite research excellence fund , and also 

• down ... 0... go. artist Celia 
month saw Volume II of her mammoth project The Ballles/as launched by the Governor 
of Vtctoria, Dr Oavis McCaughey - just on seven years aher the release of Volume I. 
Now, with 50 01 the known 75 species of Banksia painted, she looks to the completion of 
Vol. 111- about 1994. For the story of the Banksi. epic see page 3. 
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through grants for academic develop representative on the National Board of 
ments. Employment. Education and Training, 

Professor Logan also said applied Mr Laurie Carmichael, and chairman of 
research would not be overlooked in the the Australian Graduates Careers Coun
encouragement of new projects. cil, Mr Fergus Ryan, and The Age 

"It is important for a university with journalist, Mr Ken Davidson. 
large professional schools such as Other Monash contributors included 
Monash to sustain both kinds of Ihe Dean of Arcs, Professor John Hay, 
research . " and Ihe Equal Opportunily Co

Among the speakers at the conference ordinator, Dr Margaret James. 
were the chairman of the Higher Educa The conference was organised by the 
lion Council (Department of Employ executive officer of the Monash 
ment, Education and Training) Dr Association of Graduate Students, Ms 
Gregor Ramsay, Trades Hall Council Patra Antonis . 

Young talent time 


• Hundreds of inventtons filled Robert Blackwood Hall last month during the Exhibition and Awards 
Day of the annual Victorian Science TaJent Search. Prize-winning science projects such as a 
computerised tracking .solar hot w~ter system and a safe solar viewing system were publicly 
demonstrated for the lirst time by their youthful creators. This yeat almost 4000 students from primary 
school to Year 12 entered the compelilion. the largest of its kind in Australia and one of the longest 
running in the world. Among those who presented prizes were tekrvislon personality, Mr Rob Gell. and 
the director of the Planetarium. Mr Robin Hirst. Photo - Richard Crompton. 

Science Park takes shape 

Work has begun on the first two buildings in the nine· hectare Monash 

Science and Technology Park, across Blackburn Road from the Halls of 
Residence. . 

The . university is constructing a $5 this year the Victorian Government 
million, 4000-squar<>-mctre office and announced that an international drug 
laboratOry biJilding, and Coselco Mimo lesling facilily wouid be built in Ihe 
topes PlY LId (a joint venlUre between park. 
the Commonwealth Serum Laboratories II had previously put forward plans 
and Ihe US biolechnology company for a BiocheI1}ical Process Development 
Genentech) is putting up' a building of Centre to be constructed there. 
aboul 3000 square metres. Site works for the park were comThe Monash ' building will have two 

pleted earlier this year, and the newwings, one of which will contain dry 
Monash building is scheduled for comlaboratories and office space, and the 
plelion by Ihe end of 1989.other wet laboratories and offices. 

Executive suites will occupy the central The university is· looking for tenants 
area between the wings. with research links to Monash either to 

Severai other ventures have shown rent space in the building or to lease 
interest in locating on the estate. Earlier iand . 



Late start, but Jean Whyte has the last word 'J 

"I had library mania, so 1 worked like the devil," Professor Jean Whyte 

said as she reminisced to MOfllJSh Reporter on her early years of study. 
Professor Whyte retires at Christmas 

from her position as foundation pro
fessor of Monash's Graduate School of 
Librarianship. 

She has just been made a member of 
the Order of Australia for services to 
librarianship. For six years (1981-87) she 
was a member of the Council of the Na
tional Library of Australia, an honor 
which has nOl been given to any other 
professional librarian. She also spent six 
years on the Library Council of Vic
toria. 

Jean Whyte said she had been at
tracted to books "from about the age of 
two" . She lived in the far north of South 
Australia where there was a five inch an
nual rainfall and mail once a week. 

Evacuation 
Her father read her the English poets. 

(HI was stuffed with the English poets," 
as she put it in her no-nonsense ver
nacular.) 

She did not go to school until she was 
II. It was all correspondence. She 
became a spare-time after-work student 
at Adelaide University and graduated 
with first class honors in English 
Literature "but it took some time" . 

The State Library was near the univer
sity and concurrently with her university 
studies she passed her librarianship 
exams. 

Her "library mania" was evident 

as she prepared to evacuate her office 
in the Menzies Building - shelves 
lined with tagged books and a secretary
substitute computer made it almost im
possible to get in without climbing over 
the furniture. 

"And there's another 2500 books at 
home taking up too much space," she 
says. 

Jean Whyte's first library appoint
ment was at the State Library of South 
Australia. After I S years she went to the 
University of Chicago on a Fulbright 
grant and a travelling fellowship from 
the American Association of University 
Women. 

She took her Masters degree at "the 
best library school in the English
speaking world" - the Chicago Univer
sity's Graduate Library School. 

She returned to Australia in 1956 and 
was associate librarian at the University 
of Sydney from 1958-59 until 1972. 

She became a director of the National 
Library in the reader services branch, 
and in 1972 was invited to apply for her 
first Monash job. ult was a new school 
- and that was the attraction." 

Professor Whyte's friends say she 
likes poetry and wine. She doesn't 
dispute this . "When I talk about 
literature I guess I mean poetry," she 
said. "My collection is mainly Aus
tralian poetry. I was brought up on bush 
ballads. I write a little myself. Not 
much. " 

Focus on Malaysia as • • • 

A major symposium will be held at 

Monash tbis montb on Culture and 
Politics in Contemporary Malaysia. 

The symposium, sponsored by the 
department of Anthropology and 
Sociology and the Centre of Southeast 
Asian Studies, will provide an oppor
tunity for Australian·based Malaysian
ists to discuss present issues with a 
number of Malaysia's leading young 
social scientists. 

The sponsored Malaysian guests will 
be Professor Lim Teck Ghee (University 
of Malaya) and Ikmal Mohd Said, Khoo 

Kay Jin and Halim Salleh (Universiti 
Sains Malaya, Penang). Speakers will 
come from a number of Australian uni
versities including Monash, Melbourne, 
ANU and NSW. 

The Australian High Commissioner in 
Malaysia, Mr Cavan Hogue, will be 
guest of honor at a symposium dinner. 

For more informalion about the sym· 
posium, to be held at the Rotunda on 
November 18 and 19, contact Professor 
Joel Kahn, Anthropology and 
Sociology, ext 2960, or Dr Francis Loh, 
Politics, ext 2357. 

• The 

• • • Anthropology jOins the current debate 

Professor Joel Kahn, chairman of Anthopotogy and Sociology, discusses the 

background to the symposium on Politics and Culture In Contemporary Malaysia. 

In tbe past, one of the main activities sequence, come increasingly to reflect 
of anthropologists was the des<riplion about the ways in which their ideas 
of the culture of peoples in societies about other cultures are embedded 
otber than their own. within debates in the home society. 

The stress has tended to be on other- . where anthropological knowledge is fre
ness , the more exotic the better. But as 
recent debates within the discipline, as 
well as criticisms levelled against its 
practitioners by representatives of those 
cultures they have sought to study, have 
shown, the whole exercise is now seen to 
be much more problematic than 
previously assumed. 

Gone are the days (thank goodness) 
when a professor could simply can on an 
old school chum in the colonial office to 
place a student among one or another 
group of exotic colonial subjects. who 
had little say in and presumably even 
less knowledge about the ways in which 
their cultural peculiarities were being 
used to settle some theoretical debate in 
universities back home. 

Anthropologists have, as a con-
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quently used either to criticise or to de
fend cultural practices in the West. 

Witness, for example, the recent 
publicity given to Derek Freeman's 
denunciation of Margaret Mead's early 
work on Samoa. Clearly there is much 
more at stake here than the nature of Sa
moan society. 

Instead, the debate spurred by Free
man's polemical attack on Mead raises 
questions about gender relations, al 
titudes towards sexuality, child rearing 
practices. and the nature of human 
nature in the West as well. 

While issues such as these must of 
course raise questions about the trad· 
itional anthropological project, it 
should not be assumed that they com
pletely undermine it. 

And wine? HI like wine. Who 
doesn't? I don't claim to be an expert on 
it. I don't belong 10 a wine club or any
thing like that. I am not clubbable. I 
don't like a fuss about wine. It becomes 
too indulgent." 

She remembers going to Sydney in 
1938 and being astonished to find people 
sitting in restaurants drinking beer. She 
had been brought up on wine, in a wine 
state. 

Relirement plans? "I don't plan. I 
finish the work in hand and look for the 
next job. I guess I hope to fihish the 
work I've started - six months free 
from anything else would enable me to 
finish a history of librarians for which I 
have 60,000 words on tape. I will enjoy 
walking in the park with my two dogs. 

Dancing girls 
"Then 1 want to travel overseas to see 

friends in America and England before I 
get too old and creaky. Then Africa 
perhaps? I've been to South America, 
the Galapagos Islands, Thailand, Nepal .. 

An alumni seminar, Librarianship in 
Auslralia~ will be held at the university's 
city premises (41 Exhibition St) from 
November 18-21 to honor Professor 
Whyte. 

~ ot;::~a:~:a~~~to~nt~el:r;!~~~t~o:r 
Jean Whyte's courses at Monash, will 
panicipate. 

The seminar will open with a public 
lecture by Australia's top library 

On the contrary they raise new and 
equally important areas for -research. 
For if we realise that the cultural debates 
in the West, to which anthropology has 
made such an important contribution, 
are themselves extremely significant 
and, moreover, that very similar debates 
are taking place in many of the countries 
in which anthropologists have trad
itionally worked - then, as participants 
in these: debates, are anthropologists not 
in a unique position to study them? 

One such case is contemporary 
Malaysia which is currently awash with 
symbols of traditional Malay culture. 
These images are being constructed by 
government, academics, the national 
media, Ihe tourist industry and 
museums. 

And the current debate over what 
constitutes the essence of Malaysian 
culture, what elements are selected to 
represent it, and the ways the cultures of 
Malays, Chinese, Indians and other 
groups are represented are precisely the 
kinds of issues with which anthropology 
has always dealt. 

Pal< 2 

authority, Harrison Bryan, entitled 
Librarianship in AusJralia: Lion, Lamb 
or Lemming? and there will be a recep
tion sponsored by the Library Associa
tion of Australia. 

A celebratory dinner on the Saturday 
night promises " . .. dinner speeches, 
songs, poems and reminiscences." Some 
of them wrote limericks, the unclubb
able Jean Whyte said. She wasn't sure 
that there wouldn't be any dancing girls. 

The last paper in the seminar is to be 
delivered by Jean Whyte. It is entitled 
The Last Word. . 

Jean's friends and colleagues hope it 
isn't. 

·cation was a stallbolder at a recent 
exbibltion, ACCESS '88 (see above), 
o'lan_ by the Municipal Asso· 
ciatlon of Victoria so local govern
ment staff could Hsbop around" for 
equipment and services. 

The exhibition, held at Moonee 
Valley Racecourse, was opened by 
Mr Clyde Holding, former Minister 
for Immigration, Local Government 
and Ethnic Affairs. 

The Centre for Continuing Edu
cation promoted its short courses and 
seminars. including those under the 
Welcare heading ' (services for the 
elderly; loss and grief; update on 
government policy; youth suicide); 
courses for councillors and pro
fessional staff and courses on con
ference planning and managemenl 
services. 

Monash Reporter 
This is the last Monash Reporter for 

1988. The next will be published in Feb
ruary-March, 1989. Contributions 
(leUers, photos) and suggestions should 
be addressed to the ed~or, Lisa Kelty 
(ext. 2085), ct· the Intormation Offico, 
first floor, Galtery Building. 
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'Torvill and Dean' work abolanicallriumph 

The Governor of Victoria, Dr Davis times, ensuring the correct plants were 

'~ thing oj 

beauty ... " 


In his address, Dr McCaughey likened the volume to the 
beautiful Illuminated manuscripts of the early Middle Ages. 

"Inevitably I thought chiefly of the Book ofKells, the product of 
a monastery in Ireland in the tenth century, a harbinger of the 
Middle Ages . .. the forerunner of the university as we know it. 

"Here in the late 20th century, a university has within its ranks a 
rare botanical arrist, and helps to sponsor a book within which the 
natural world is depicted with the same loving care and accuracy as 
the mediaeval illuminator gave to the Gospels . .. 

Dr McCaughey said that Mrs Rosser and Mr George together 
had produced a definitive work of great beauty. "Science and art 
go hand in hand . .. 

He added: "The great tradition of book making has been 
perpetuated in the choice ofpaper, the selection ofthe typeface, the 
printing of the plates and the quality of the binding; and all done in 
Victoria. 

" 'A thing of beauty is a joy forever: 
Its loveliness increases; it will never 
Pass into nothingness' .. 

formerly of Ihe Monash departmenl same form as Ihe two preceding 
of BOlany, who served as adviser and volumes. 
confidant 10 Ihe aUlhor and artisl, and Professor Marlin described the 
Mrs Val Baxler, who typed lhe partnership of Celia Rosser, the artist, 
original manuscript. and Alex George, Ihe aUlhor, as the 

Professor Marlin praised the "Torvill and Dean" of Ihe botanical 
generosity of Academic Press (Lon world in Iheir dedicalion 10 lhe highesl 
don), who donaled 172.000 sheets of level of excellence in art and writing
the special hand-made paper, as well a level unmalched in I he publishing 
as stocks of the cover boards and fac· world loday. 
ings, and all of their holdings of un· Alex George's contribution, Pro
sold copies of Volume I. fessor Marlin said , was nol confined 

The benefaction was valued in ex· simply 10 wriling Ihe lexI, b 'lt includ
cess of $1 million and would ensure ed invaluable advice to the artist on 

McCaughey, last montb lauR<hed the 
eagerly-awaited Volume II of Celia 
Rosser and Alex George's monumen
tal series, The BankslllS. 

The launch took place at the head 
office of the State Bank of Victoria, 
which undertook sponsorship of the 
volume as a joint venture with 
Monash University and as a contribu
tion to the Bicentenary. 

Like Volume I, published in 1981, 
this new release is a magnificent book , 
measuring 770mm by 550mm, and 
containing 24 fun-size reproductions 
of Celia Rosser ' s superbly detailed 
paintings. 

Unlike Volume I, however, the prin
ting and binding has been an ail-Aus
tralian achievement. Where Volume I 
was published in London by 
Academic Press, with printing in the 
hands of Curwen Press, Volume II has 
been printed entirely in Australia by 
the Southbank Communications 
Group. 

Former Vice-Chancellor, Professor 
Ray Martin , who has been closely in
volved wilh Ihe publication of both 
volumes, lold guests at the launching 
ceremony [hat Volume II was a 
remarkable produclion that would en
sure Australia ' s place in the history of 
botanical art. 

Professor Martin paid tribute to the 
many people involved in the venture 
- among them, Mr Arnold Hancock, 
chairman of the Slale Bank and a 
member of the Monash University 
Council, and olher members of lhe 
bank's management and slaff; Mrs 
Lee White, a former Monash Publica
lions Officer, and Mr Frank Atkin· 
son, former Government Printer, who 
acted as editorial and printing con
sultants; Mr Norman Field, managing 
director of Southbank Communica
tions Group; Dr George Scott , 

collected, and checking the botanical 
accuracy of the paintings. 

Mr George is currently edilor of 
Flora of Australia for Ihe Bureau of 
Fauna and Flora. He is Ihe aUlhor of 
two books on Western Australian 
Proteaceae and of Ihe standard tax
onomic text on Banksias. 

Celia Rosser, who is now two-thirds 
of the way through her mammoth task 
of painting all 75 known species of 
Banksia, is largely a self-laught 
botanical artist, Professor Martin 
said. 

She compleled a diploma in fashion 
illuslration at RMIT and worked in 
this field for a few years before mar
riage, but later, as a young housewife 
and mother in rural Victoria, she 
developed an interest in flower 
painting. 

As her skills blossomed, she took a 
position as artist in the Science faculty 
al Monash, and eventually, having 
mastered the techniques required of a 
'botanical artist', was commissioned 
for the very special task she is now 
engaged in. 

Professor Martin says: "In spite of 
the strong supporl given by Monash 
University, Celia Rosser has had to in
vent for herself the techniques and ar
tistic slandards of her work . There are 
no artists in Australia allempting a 
project of a comparable magnitude, 
and few in the world." 

He adds: "In Ihe field of botanical 
art, there is probably no work of Ihis 
quality and scope Ihal has had Ihe 
benefil of an artisl of Ihe highest 
calibre working closely with an expert 
botanist. No single genus approaching 
the size of the Banksia has ever been 
painted by an artist of Ihis standard." 

Buying a copy of The 
Banksias, Vol. II? 

There are some things you'll 
need to know . . , 

o First, rearrange your book
shelves. It's a big book - 2ft. 
6in. by 1ft. 10in. 

o Talk to your bank manager. 
It's expensive - $2BOO a copy. 

o It will help, though, if you 
already have a copy of Vol. I. In 
that case, you can get Vol. II at a 
special pre-release price of 
$2500. 

o Either way, you'll receive 
(free) an extra six half-size 
prints. 

o If you like, you can buy both 
volumes at a special price of 
$4500 (Vol. I on its own now 
costs $2000). 

o A further alternative is a folio 
set of 24 fuli-size prints, to
gether with introductory text, at 
$2200. 

o Finally, you'll be joining a 
fairly select group of buyers: 
only 720 copies of the book and 
150 pOftfolios have been 
ptinted. 

NOVEMBER t9U 

__..J..o,. 

thaI Volume Ill , which will complete 
the series, will appear in exactly the 

the characteristics of the various 
species, exact locations, flowering 

• Pictured at the launch last month of The 8anksias, Volume /I are, from left , Mr J . Arnold Hancock, Chairman of the State Bank; Alex 
George, the author; Cella Rosser. the artist; Dr Davis McCaughey. and Sir George Lush, Chancellor. 
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A Magna Carta for universities ~ 

In September this year, representatives of several hundred univers"ies 

assembled in the Piazza Maggiore of Bologna to sign a document of peculiar 
revelance to Australian universities in these post·White Paper days. The 
document is The Magna Carta of European Universities, drawn up to coincide w'ith 
celebrations marking the 900th anniversary of the University of Bologna, 
Europe's oldest. Two Australian Vice-Chanceilors - Professors John Scott (La 
Trobe) and Professor John Ward (Sydney) - were among the signatories. Here, 
Monash Reporter reproduces the Carta in full ... 

PREAMBLE 
The undersigned Rectors of European 

Universities, gathered in Bologna for the 
ninth centenary of the oldest University 
in Europe, four years before the 
definitive abolition of boundaries bet
ween the countries of the European 
Community; looking forward to far
reaching co-operation between all Euro
pean nations and believing that peoples 
and States should become more than 
ever aware of the part that universities 
will be called upon to play in a changing 
and increasingly international society. 

Consider: 
(I) that at the approaching end of this 

millennium the future of mankind 
depends largely "on cultural, scientific 
and technical development; and that this 
is built up in centres of culture. know
ledge and research as represented by true 
universities; 

(2) that the universities' task of 

spreading knowledge among the 
younger generations implies that. in 
today's world, they must also serve 
society as a whole; and that the cultural, 
social and economic future of society re
quires, in particular, a considerable 
investment in continuing education; 

(3) that universities must give future 
generations education and training that 
will teach them, and through them 
others, to respect the great harmonies of 
their natural environment and of life 
itself. 

The undersigned Rectors of European 
universities proclaim to all States and to 
the conscience of all nalions the funda
meneal principles which must, now and 
always, support the vocation of 
universities. 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES 
I. The university is an autonomous in

stitution at the heart of societies dif
ferently organised because of geography 

New views on Asia 

Professor Jiri Neuslupny, foundation (2) Setting up a data bank of Asian 

chairman of the department of Japanese societies. cultures and languages, to 
Studies. has been appointed director of 
the new InsUtute of Contemporary 
Asian Studies at Monash. 

Professor Neustupny has a wide back
ground in Asian studies. 

His interest began with the study of 
Hindi, Urdu and Sanskrit, and he later 
switched to Japanese, attracted by the 
language and the society. He has studied 
Chinese and Vietnamese. and taught in 
Japan. 

He says Monash is "a super·power in 
Asian studies" with 12 per cent of 
Monash undergraduate enrolments be
ing in that field. (Twenty-eight per cent 
of undergraduates in Arts. Economics 
and Politics are in Asian Studies, and 60 
members of staff are teaching or con
ducting research in Asian Studies.) 

"We have a healthy relationship bet· 
ween language study and the study of 
societies and cultures," Professor 
Neustupny said. 

"We have specialists in Asian 
economics and highly·developed 
teaching and research programs in Asian 
music. ,. 

Professor Neustupny said the institute 
would discard stereotyped approaches 
to Asia. and try to interpret Asian 
societies and cultures in a new way. 

He outlined some short and long-term . 
plans for the institute. including: 
• 	 Offering a new post·graduate 

Diploma and MA in Asian Studies to 
begin next year. This will, for the 
first time, make Asian languages 
available to people who have not 
studied them as undergraduates. 

• 	 Continuing development of a BA in 
Asian Studies - a more specialised 
version of the normal BA. 

• 	 A project on the development of a 
system of courses in Asian languages 
for special purposes, to begin 600n. 

• 	 Other projects under consideration 
include: 
(I) Australia and Asia - Com· 
parisons and Interaction, a research 
project which is mainly based in the 
department of Anthropology and the 
department of Japanese Studies. 

fill an important information gap. 
Professor NeusttJpny said that 

Monash's policy on Asian Studies em
braced not only the immediate,economic 
interests of Australia and of individuals 
dealing with Asian societies and pro
blems of interaction, but also long-term 
goals beyond this decade. 

For example, students needed to look 
beyond taking sides on the short·term 
diplomatic problems with Indonesia, to 
gaining an understanding of the con
temporary problems of Indonesian 
society. 

Threadbare 
cloak? 

How, we wORder, would • student 
....y f.re tbat, ilk. Ian Mabbett's 1.lter 
(Monash R,port,r 8-18). S08pllo ~de 
lis Inleileclu.1 po••rty under so .b....d· 
bare a cloak? 

If only such overworked silliness were 
funny! Better still. if only he had the 
honesty to state his case instead of 
hiding behind secondhand, third·rate 
corn! 

It couldn't be, could it. that he'd be 
ashamed to own the arguments if he ac
tually had to lay them out for your 
readers to see? 

Would such humorists continue to be 
scornful of those who object when the 
language makes women invisible, if they 
bothered to pursue the evidence? 

Would they go on patronising those 
who complain that gender-distinctions 
usually result in devalued feminine 

and historical heritage; it produces, ex
amines, appraises and hands down 
culture by research and teaching. 

To meet the needs of the world 
around it, its research and tcaching must 
be morally and intellectually indepen· 
dent of all political authority and 
economic power. 

2. Teaching and research in univer
sities must be inseparable if their tuition 
is not to lag behind changing needs, the 
demands of society. and advances in 
scientific knowledge. 

3. Freedom in research and training is 
the fundamental principle of university 
life, and governments and universities. 
each as far as in them lies. must ensure 
respect for this fundamental require
ment. 

Rejecting intolerance and always open 
to dialogue, a university is an ideal 
meeting-ground for teachers capable of 
imparting their knowledge and well 
equipped to develop it by research and 
innovation and students entitled, able 
and willing to enrich their minds with 
that knowledge. 

• . careers 
counsellor al Monash, has been appointed co-
ordinator of the new postgraduate diploma in 
Australian Tourism. Mr Robinson has a degree in 
histOf)' and economics from the University of Mel
bourne and an M.un from Oxford. He has WOfked 
as a teacher and in the publk: service. The 
dipk>ma. whk:h will be offered in 1989. is the first 
of its kind to emphasise the euhural and educe· 
ttonal aspects of Australian tourism. 

4. A university is the trustee of the 
European humanist tradition; its cons
tant care is to attain universal know
ledge; to fulfil its vocation it transcends 
geographical and political frontiers, and 
affirms the vital need for different 
cultures to know and influence each 
other. THE MEANS 

To attain these goals by following 
such principles calls for effective meaDS, 

suitable to present conditions. 
1. To preserve freedom in research 

and teaching, the instruments ap
propriate to realise that freedom must 
be made available to all members of the 
university community. 

2. Recruitment of teachers, and 
regulation of their status, must obey the 
principle that research is inseparable 
from teaching. 

3. Each university must - with due 
allowance for particular circumstances 
- ensure that its students' freedoms are 
safeguarded, and that they enjoy condi
tions in which they can acquire the 
culture and training which it is their pur
pose to possess. 

4. Universities - particularly in 
Europe - regard the mutual exchange 
of information and documentation, and 
frequent joint projects for the advance
ment of learning. as essential to the 
steady progress of knowledge. 

Therefore, as in the earliest years of 
their history, they encourage mobility 
among teachers and students; further
more, they consider a general policy of 
equivalent status, titJes, examinations 
(without prejudice to national diplomas) 
and award of scholarships essential to 
the rulfilment of their mission in the 
conditions prevailing today. 

The undersigned Rectors, on behalf 
of their Universities, undertake to do 
everything in their power to encourage 
each State, as well as the supranational 
organisations concerned, to ..mould their 
policy sedulously on this Magna Carta. 
which expresses the universities' 
unanimous desire freely determined and 
declared. 

Bologna, 18 Sepl.mber 1999 

Continuing the language debate ••• 

forms, if they took the trouble to com
pile comparative lists? Or is insecurity 
the real problem? 

One might think so when a contri
bution begins with a jibe as cheap as 
Mabbett's. 

As Brewer reminds us. on thaI same 
subject of silk purses, you can't make a 
horn of a pig's tail. 

J..k Ellis and Gerald Fitzgerald 
Oasskal Studies 

New Speak in action or 
Is that what he really 

said? 
HUnlvenlty education should eD

able III••Iudenl 10 learn. lrain and 
lbink tor Ib.m..I...... 
- Dr Davis McCaughey presenting 
the Walter Murdoch Lecture, titled 
Back to the Drawing Board (as 
quoted in Murdoch News). 

ACCUSED 
"3.3 Review of Language Guide

lines in Monash Reporter 
The Commillee expressed lis con· 

cern that by publishing a re.l.w crltl· 
cislng tbe Guld.llnes In I frl.olous 
manner, tbe MonflSh Reporter wu 
again acting In .100atlon of tb. Unl
.ersIly policy as adop.ed by Council. 
II ..as nOled Ihal tb. sllff of .he 
Informallon Ornce bad been I••lled 
to comm.nt on tile drall of tbe 
Guldell.... and Illat their vi.... bod 
been laken Inlo accoon. by lb. work· 
Ing porty. The Commillee requ ..ted 
lb. Cbalrma. 10 ..rll. to lb. 
I.formillon Offlc.r aboul lb. 
maUer. " 

(From tb. m1n.I.. of Meeting 

No 4/19gg of lb. Equal 


Opportunily Advisory Committee. 

6 Ocloher.) 


• Copies of the Monash University Language Guidelines are available from Or 
Margaret Jame., Equat Opportunity C<H>rdinator (ext. 4090) or from Mrs Rosemary 
Bowen (ext. 4084). 

• The new edhion of the Style Manual for Authors, Editors and Printer., published by 
the Australian Govamment Publiahing Service, Is now available in the Monash 
Bookahop. This edhion haa new chapters on non-sexlsl language, copy edhing and 
publiahlng, and now uses the spellings of the Macquarie Dictionary. The price is $24.95 
leas the bookshop's 10 per cent discounl (and they're selling fastl). 
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Turquoise blue IS 

Monash to us: 

Win McDonell 


A proposal to cbanle Monasb's of
fldal color - turquoise - to • deeper 
azure, or heraldic, blue met stem 
resistance on campus during the year 
and was eventually rejected by Council. 

The suggestion came from an external 
advertising consultancy which had been 
engaged to devise a new 'corporate im
age ' for the university. 

Objections came from many parts of 
the university, and finally found expres
sion in a motion tabled in Council in 
August by Mrs Win McDonell, a long
time Monash identity I and discussed at 
length at the September meeting. 

The motion read: 
"That this Council endorse the deci· 

sions of Professorial Board Meeting No 
4/ 64 in relation to University Colors, 
namely that: 
"... the choice of color turquoise be 
confirmed' . 
and that 
' In any colored reproduction of the 
Arm s azure be represented by 
turquoise. "'. 

Wait 
Here, Mrs McDonell fills in the back

ground to her passionately-argued case 
before Council: 

When the Interim Council of Monash 
held its first meeting in June 1958, it set 
out to establish a new university in 
record time. So that it might start 
teaching in March 1961, decisions on the 
choice of the site, buildings, staff 
appointments and the courses to be 
taught were of the highest priority. 

Details such as the university coat of 
arms and colors had to wait. 

Yet the records show that these mat
ters were discussed in the very early 
days, with the early suggestions for the 
design of the crest being developed by 
the first professor of zoology, Jock 
Marshali, and his wife Joan. Some of 
the early designs featured a Iyrebird as a 
unique symbol of Australia, but this was 
never adopted . 

The founding Vice-Chancelior, Dr 
(now Sir) Louis Matheson, had thought 
it would be of advantage to the universi
ty to have its crest registered with the 
Coliege of Arms in the UK. This would 
provide some control over its use by 
others outside the university. 

Unfortunately, the College of Arms 
has a fixed register of symbols, and the 
Iyrebird does not feature among its 
birds. (Monash was told that an heraldic 
eagle would, however. be acceptable!) 

Likewise there was trou ble over the 
choice of colors. Turquoise and silver 
had been favored from the early days, 
but the debate over these continued until 
1964. 

Attempts 
There were several attempts to reverse 

the decision (on turquoise) on the 
grounds that it was difficult to 
reproduce exactly and that it would 
fade, particularly when used in sports 
uniforms. 

In spite of these objections, the deci
sion in favor of turquoise stood, 
although the argument with the Color of 
Arms continued, since its register did 
not include various shades. Blue was 

in November 1963 was presented in 
azure blue. 

The negotiations with the College of 
Arms had proved both protracted and 
tiresome and many in the university con
sidered the exercise a waste of time when 
it became obvious that Australian 
emblems were almost non-existent on 
the register. The Southern Cross was the 
only symbol that survived, and even the 
stars in that were not drawn as on the 
Australian flag. 

In the event. the Professorial Board 
never accepted the crest as granted by 
the Coliege of Arms . 

Redrawn 
The decision of the board required 

that the color be changed to turquoise 
and the Southern Cross stars be redrawn 
to conform to the design on the Aus
tralian flag. 

This decision reflected, in no small 
measure, the strong opposition to any 
suggestion that Monash was being 
created as a pale image of the University 
of Melbourne. 

Now. 24 years later, with some 42,000 
graduates having worn graduation robes 
adorned with the turquoise blue, 
arguments about the shade of blue seem 
irrelevant. 

Turquoise blue IS Monash to many of 
us. It is distinctive amongst the univer
sities of Australia and contributes to the 
identity of our university as a great in
stitution in its own right. 

*Mrs McDonell's motion was adopted 
by Council with only one dissenting 
vote.) 

-. 
• Staff and students competing in The Great Race - Monash Style had to endure not only the 
uncharted waters of the ornamental lake, but also the handicap of compulsory fancy dress. Hardly 
surprising, then, that the winning learn was named the Triumphant Transvestites (a.k.a. certain 
members of the Monash Bushwalking Club). Ten teams took part In the l<Htvent relay. which 
included such tests as a lilo paddle. an underwater run (on dry land). and a three-legged dash. 

Photo - Richard Crompton. 

Ph.D students see the job through 

Monash Ph.D students have the highest completion rates in Australia, 

according to a recent draft report 
Education and Training. 

The report compared the completion 
rates of a nationwide cohort of 1979 
postgraduates who studied for their 
degrees on government and university 
awards. 

Of the seven universities surveyed 
(New South Wales, Melbourne, 
Monash, La Trobe, Adelaide, Western 
Australia, and Australian National Uni
versity), Monash Ph.D students had the 

of the Department of Employment, 

highest completion rate irrespective of 
the type of scholarship they had 
received. 

The finding contrasted with the 
general assessment that students on 
Commonwealth Postgraduate Research 
Awards had a longer completion rate 
than those on university awards. 

The report showed at Monash 84 per 
cent of CPRA holders and 86 per cent of 

Summer language courses 
Tbe Faculty of Arts will be offering qualified students and the publi. 

Intensive foreign language courses during tbe summer vacltion. 

Courses in Cantonese, French, 
German, Indonesian, Japanese and 
Spanish will begin on January 3, 1989 
and non-language courses in Japanese 
society, Japanese socio-linguistics, 
Introduction to the teachina: of Japanese 
as a foreign language and Japanese 
systematic grammar will start on 
January 31,1989. 

The language courses for university 
credit will cover four hours tuition five 
days a week for six weeks (Japanese 

for four weeks. 
The general public wi1l be charged 

$400 for a four week language course, 
$540 for six weeks and $680 for eight 
weeks, with a fee of $160 for the noo
language courses. 

Enrolment deadline is November 25, 
1988 but students enrolling for credit 
should advise the faculty on November 
24, then enrol normally. 

Contacts are: Mr David Secomb, 
565 2105, for courses for credit and Mr 

university award holders completed 
their degrees. 

It also revealed that Monash students 
who received other awards (e.g. awards 
from bodies such as the Australian 
Wool Corporation and bequests hand
led by the university) had a 93 per cent 
completion rate. 

Variables 
Following the publication of the 

report, DEET asked the Higher Educa
tion Advisory and Research U nit at 
Monash to undertake a survey to ac
count for the notable performance of 
the students. 

HEARU's survey of the completion 
rates of every Ph.D student who had 
studied at the university since 1961 con
firmed the figures contained in the 
gover-nment report. 

The unit concluded that "whilst it 
may be possible to explain post hoc why 
certain postgraduate students did or did 
not complete at a particular rate, it 
seems unlikely that it will be possible to 
predict who will (complete) because the 
complexity of the interactions between 
the variables involved." 

According to the HEARU report the 
variables included gender, student's age, 
faculty of enrolment, type of scholar

o azure - and that was that. And so the eight weeks), and the non-language Harold Rowe. 565 4239, for non-credit ship, and the country in which the quali
crest eventually granted by the College courses two four-hour sessions a week courses. fying degree W8$ obtained. 
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'Meaningless' jargon is right on, man ) 

Do you want your bamburau pre- or 

auto-coBdlmealed? 
Don't fall all about and reach for the 

dictionary. Such in-house expressions 
help the hamburger industry to vary its 
services with a minimum of confusion, 
says Dr Keith Allan, senior lecturer in 
Linguistics. 

He is acting co-ordinator of tbe 
Master of Applied Linguistics course 
(see story below) and says the study of 
linguistiC!: makes people aware of the 
breadth of language. 

"These expressions sound silly to out
siders but they are actually very useful in 
the industry for describing processes 
covering the condiments and their 
application. " 

Dr Allan approves of such jargon, 

which he sees as an important part of 
communication. 

.. Jargon is really an in·group 
language - it isn't meant to insult out
siders. Its primary purpose is to build up 
a specialist language. 

"Teenagers use jargon to identify the 
in-groupers - those who don't know 
the words are excluded. It's the same for 
bureaucrats, lawyers and many other 
groups. 

"The sort of jargon that people quite 
rightly despise is that which replaces a 
simple, straightforward word with a 
foggy phrase. 

"For example - 'objective self
identity as the behavioral and evaluative 
expectations which the person antici
pates others having about himself is a 

Language: the key to identity 

"Language is Ibe mosl important means of communication; it is a way of 

idenlifying people and finding out how they identify themselves," says 
Professor Micbael Clyne. 

"By studying language we find out a 
lot about what goes on in people's minds 
and about societies and cultures." 

Professor Clyne, who has just been 
appointed to a personal chair in 
Linguistics, says there is a general in
terest in language and linguistics in 
Australia. 

"This is partly due to the govern
ment's National Policy on Languages, 
but it also reflects our growing multi
lingualism. 

"Almost one-quarter of families in 
Victoria speak a language other than 
English at home," he says. 

"There's a pressing need to cater for 
these families at all levels." 

Professor Clyne said Monash had this 
year introduced a new postgraduate 
course in linguistics which aimed to meet 
the needs of a multilingual society. 

The inter-departmental course, which 
leads to a Master of Arts degree in Ap· 
plied Linguistics, is being taught by pe0

ple who are international experts in their 
fields. 

" It's particularly suited to teachers 
and those involved with multicultural 
and language policies. but we can adapt 
it to suit people in other fields such as 
the media, business and industry, 
religion and counselling," says Pro
fessor Clyne. 

Qualified 
As from next year. the course will 

contain strands of particular interest to 
all primary teachers, particularly those 
who want to teach languages, he says. 

"For instance, the course on second 
language acquisition looks at the ways 
people acquire a second language, the 
processes involved and the ways that 
they differ between adults and children. 

"It also looks at whether people with 
a different first language go through the 
same stages in the development of the 
same second language, and whether se
cond language acquisition is first 
language acquisition the second time 
around." 

Dr Keith Allan, acting course co
ordinator while Professor Clyne is on 
study leave, says many people assume 
that being able to speak a language 
qualifies you to teach it. 

"School teachers have a lot to gain 
from an understanding of linguistics; 
it's an advantage for them to understand 
how Janguage is structured," he says. 

The course is offered full· or part· 
time. 

Applicants should hold at least a pass 
Bachelor's degree (BB.. B.Ed. or other). 

Inquiries should be directed to the ac
ting co~ordinator, Dr Keith Allan, on 
ext 2299. Professor Clyne will return to 
Monash at the end of the month. 

wanker's ahernative for 'self-image'." 
or Allan says linguists see what is 

going on, and why; they try to explain 
the changes and demonstrate tbat 
language serves all sorts of different 
purposes. 

"There are a number of varieties in 
language, and their use is usually deter
mined by whoever is talking, in what 
circumstances, and about what subject. 

"For instance, men speaking to men 
about women speak very differently 
from men speaking to women about 
women." 

Dr Allan says the only problem with 
linguistics change is the people who 
resist it. 

"Critics often fail to take into ac
count that language functions in a huge 
variety of contexts for which different 
styles of speech and writing are approp
riate. 

"It's not the case that anything goes; 
what matters is that people communi
cate and provided the communication is 
effective it doesn't matter how they do 
it . 

"There is always a gap between writ
ten and spoken language, and it is writ

ten language which defines the standard. 
"Vet nobody speaks the wrinen 

language; the spoken language changes 
much more quickly. It is simplistic to sit 
back and pick at what are taken to be 
mistakes in the spoken word." 

Dr Allan gave an example of the way 
spoken usage gradually changes the 
meaning of words. 

Shorter 
"In Australia at present, 

'phenomena' has become singular for a 
large number of people, replacing 
'phenomenon' . Gradually this will 
become an acceptable change - 'a 
phenomena, two phenomenas'." 

He said while changes were not so ap
parent in written language they were 
taking place all the time. 

"For example, sentences are much 
shorter than they were in the 19th cen
tury and, despite bitter complaints, we 
now have stranded prepositions and 
sentences beginning with 'and'. 

"Literacy is so widespread that the 
language of the masses becomes an 
appropriate language to use in written 
form. " 

Poetry in sound and vision 

Ia ••mllll graveyard outside a Iowa in 

rural Canada, Ibere Is a bead.lon. that 
record. lhe births and deatb. of n •• 
youag cbUdren. 

All brothers and sisters I they were 
born around the time of World War 
One, and each died before his or her 
first birthday. 

In his stark Found Poem in a Ceme· 
tery Near Dauphin, the Canadian poet 
Jars Balan has underlined the grief of 
child mortality in his transcription of 
these tragic epitaphs. 

But 'found poetry' represents only 
one aspect of Balan's work, which he 
describes as "exploring the grey a, eas 
between literature and media". 

During a recent visit to the depart
ment of Slavic Languages where he lec· 
tured on Ukrainian writing in Canada 
since the second World War, Balan 
spoke about his ' sound poetry' (to be 
read aloud) and his visual poetry. 

In one of his drawings (below), an 
alphabet is washed in a Writewasher 
(manufactured by Lexomatic) before 
being hung on a line to dry. 

The son of a Ukrainian 'father, Balan 
has written a book on the history of the 
Ukrainian people in Canada, Salt and 
Braided Bread, and is completing a 
history of Christianity in the Ukraine. 

• Above right: Jars Balan measuring up 
against famous Ukrainian poet Taras Shev

. 	chenko (1814-1861), a social libertarian who 
has been described as his country's 
'national bard'. 

H__ .He, 
LV"'-cel 

<W 
... , .. "1••,,. 

He has also edited a number of books that writers among them have become 
on ethnicity and writing in Canada. prolific. 

Although Canada is home to about It is the second and third generation 
580,000 Ukrainian immigrants, Balan Ukrainian-Canadians who are writing 
says it has only been in the last 15 years on immigrant themes, he said. 

IS/(ywril ing >--
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In the public eye 
Some graduates who have made news this year: 

Ian Anderson - B.A 1975. Ap
pointed Australian editor of New Scien
tist magazine. Me Anderson, a former 
editor of Monash Reporter (1971-74) 
spent most of the past 14 years (except 
for a brief interlude in London) free
lancing in California. He will be return
ing soon to Australia. 

Dr Ray Anderson - M.Ed 1977. 
Appointed Dean of Education at the 
Chisholm Institute of Technology. 

Professor Diane Bell - B.A Hons 
(finished 1975, did not apply to 
graduate). Co-authored (with Ponch 
Hawkes) a bicentennial book, Genera
tions, about Australian mothers, daugh
ters and granddaughters. Diane Bell is 
professor of Australian Studies at 
Deakin University. 

Annette Benger - B.Ec 1988. 
Menzies at Rialto has appointed Annette 
Senger. a Japanese-speaking Austra
lian, as its first guest relarions officer. 

Dr Chris Bradshaw - M.B, B.S, 
1985. Appointed Medical Officer for the 
Australian Team at the 1988 World 
Junior Athletics Championships, held at 
Sudbury, Ontario in July. Chris Brad
shaw is employed as a Fellow in Sports 
Medicine at the Olympic Park Sports 
Medicine Centre. 

Brenton Broadstock - B.A 1976. 
Became the first composer-in-residence 
for the Melbourne Symphony 
Orchestra. His symphony, Towards the 
Shining Light, was given its premiere 
performance at the Melbourne Concert 
Hall. 

David Callaghan - B.A Hons 1972. 
As a "Special Writer" for Time maga
zine, David Callaghan "proposed an 
Essay that would provide answers for 
one of the most tortured and important 
questions facing this country: What is 
the future of the Aborigines?" The 
magazine described the essay as "an 
illuminating and path-finding work". 

Dr Andrew Cockburn - B.Sc Hons 
1976, Ph.D Science 1980. 1988 winner 
of the Gottschalk Medal awarded by the 
Australian Academy of Science. 
Andrew Cockburn is now a lecturer in 
zoology at ANU. 

Dr Elizabeth Dines - M.A 1974, 
Ph.D Arts 1980. Has been appointed 
Academic Registrar at the University of 
Adelaide. Dr Dines's daughter, Dr 
Amanda Dines, M.B, B.S 1985, is also a 
Monash graduate.

Garry Disher - M.A 1978. His 
second collection of short stories, The. 
Difference to Me, was published and 
praised. "These are fine stories from 
Garry Disher, with a maturity and 
strength in the writing," said The 
Australian's reviewer. 

Eve Fesl - B.A Hons 1978, M.A. 
1986. Made a member of the Order of 
Australia for service to the development 
of multi-culturalism in Australia, and 
for her work in preserving Aboriginal 
cultures and legends. Eve Fesl is director 
of the Aboriginal Research Centre at 
Monash. 

Nancy Hogan M.B.A 1984. 
Appointed chief executive at Sacred 
Heart Hospital. 

Dr Robert Kaldawi - B.Sc Hons 

the Dandenong region. The courses, 
which cover understanding the relation
ship between alcohol, road safety and 
legislation, also include information 
about the addictive effects of alcohol. 
They are approved by the Road Traffic 
Authority. 

Dr Marilyn Lake - Ph.D Arts 1984. 
Appointed first senior lecturer in 
Women's Studies at La Trobe Uni
versity. Marilyn Lake is a member of 
Monash University Council. 

Jan Marsh - B.Ee 1970. One of two 
new deputy presidents appointed to the 
Australian Conciliation and Arbitration 
Commission. 

Dr Vin Massaro - B.A 1971, Ph.D 
Arts 1980. Appointed director (planning 
and development) of the Australian 
Vice-Chancellors' Committee. 

Warren McGregor - B.Ec Hons 
1974. M.Ee 1978. Appointed director of 
the Australian Accounting Research 
Foundation. 

Michael McKenna - B.Ec 1966. 
Appointed executive director of the 
Australian Society of Accountants. 

Paul McNamee - B.Se 1976. The 
champion tennis player has turned busi
nessman. As Paul McNamee Enterprises 
Ply Ltd he is involved with Eventscorp, 
a West Australian government agency, 
in organising and launching the Hop
man Cup world team tennis champion
ship to be held in Perth at the end of the 
year. 

Simon Molesworth - B.A 1975, 
LL.B 1977. Conservationist. Chairman 
of the National Trust (Victoria) and 
recently appointed to the part-time posi
tion of Commissioner of the National 
Heritage Commission. 

Dr Barry Perry - LL.B Hons 1969. 
Appointed by the Victorian Government 
as deputy ombudsman to investigate 
complaints against police. replacing the 
defunct Police Complaints Authority. 

Mandy Rashleigh - B.Sc 1984. After 
joining the ANZ Bank as a graduate 
trainee four-and-a-half years ago, 
Mandy Rashleigh, 26, is now the 
youngest woman bank manager in Aus
tralia. 

John Rundell - B.Se 1972, B.Eng 
Hons (Chemical) 1974. Won Australian 
Small Business of the Year Award for 
the company he founded as a sole 
operator 10 years ago. Process Group 
International now employs around 80 
staff providing a range of specialist 
engineering assistance and equipment 
for the chemical, oil and gas, food and 
allied industries. 

Paul Takac - B.A Hons 1979. 
Appointed director of RMIT's new 
Centre for Technology Policy and 
Management. 

David Webb - B.Ec 1976. Appointed 
chief of the Metropolitan Ambulance 
Service. 

Neil Weeks - B.Ec 1970. Appointed 
a director of Australian Eagle 
Insurance. 

Mark Weinberg - B.A 1970, LL.B 
Hons 1971. Appointed by Federal 
Cabinet to the politically sensitive posi
tion of Director of Public Prosecutions, 

:p..
,\ . 

• A weighty message to Canberra? Or an athletic display of one of the specialty selected rocks that 
accompanied Australian Olympians to South Korea. Professor Gordon lister, chairman of the Earth 
Sciences Department, shows off part of Australia's contribution to an international monument in 
Seoul commemorating the 1988 Olympic Games. The monument incorporated rocks from aU over 
the world. Monash was appointed the official collector of the Victorian rocks, which included a 
sample of basalt lava, gold-bearing quartz and bluestone. Photo - Richard Crompton. 

Bob Porter to be Dean 

Professor Bob Porter, 56, former pro

fessor of physiology at Monash and cur
rently director of the John Curtin 
School of Medicine at ANU, has been 
appointed Dean of Medicine at Monash. 

He will succeed Professor Graeme 
Schofield who will relinquish the post at 
the end of the year. 

Professor Porter was appointed to a 
Chair in Physiology at Monash in 1967, 

and remained at Monash until 1980, 
when he became director and Howard 
Florey Professor of Medical Research at 
the John Curtin School. 

During the past 20 years he has had a 
major involvement in medical research 
policy and its administration in Aus
tralia. His own medical research 
interests are in neurophysiology and the 
control of movement. 

For your interest 
John Kearton, administrative officer in the Department of External Relations 

and Alumni Affairs, has extracted the following figures from the computer 
system of graduate records: 

Profile of Monash Graduate Population 
MALE FEMALE TOTAL 

Total population including 25,062 17.155 42,217 
96 honorary graduates (59 per cent) (41 per cent) 
(bracketed) (86) (10) 
Total population excluding 22,463 valid 15,221 valid 37,684 
known deceased (210) addresses addresses 

(90 per cent) (89 per cent) 
2,451 invalid 1.872 invalid 4,323 

addresses addresses 
(10 per cent) (II per cent) 

Overall figure of 4,323 graduates with invalid address out of population of living 
1982, Ph.D Science (Biochemistry) to succeed Mr Ian Temby whose con graduates 42,007 = 10.3 per cent reflects success of efforts made searching lost o 1986. Pioneering a series of anti-drink tract was not renewed at the end of his addresses. 
driving courses for community groups in three-year term. 
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Professorial moves 

• Dr Thea Brown, 47, senior lecturer and currently chairman of the 

department of Social Work, has been appointed Professor of Social Work. She 
succeeds Professor Peter Boss, who held the Chair from 1974 until his retirement 
in 1986; 

• Professor Robert Chenhall, 44, of the department of Business Economics 
at La Trobe University, has been appointed to a Chair of Accounting and 
Finance. Professor Chenhall graduated in Economics at Monash in 1965. 

• Associate Professor Michael Clyne, 49, of the department of German, has 
been appointed to a Personal Chair in linguistics. He has taught at Monash since 
1962. 

• Dr David Francis Anthonisz Koch, 62, a former chief of CSIRO's Division 
of Mineral Products. has been appointed to an Honorary Chair in Chemical 
Engineering. 

• Mr Huck Tee Lim, 52, Foundation Chief Librarian at the University of 
Science, Malaysia, has been appointed University Librarian at Monash to 
succeed Mr Brian Southwell who retired in July. Mr Lim, a graduate of the 
University of Malaya in Singapore, was instrumental in the development and 
administration of a computerised cataloguing system for all the Malaysian 
university libraries and the National Library of Malaysia. 

• Dr Bill Russell, 42, a former state government department head and 
research director, has been appointed to a Chair in Public Service Management in 
the Graduate School of Management's Public Service Institute. He graduated in 
Economics at Monash in 1972. 

• Dr Robert John Pargetler, 44, a distinguished analytical philosopher and 
Reader in Philosophy at La Trobe University, has been appointed to a Chair of 
Philosophy at Monash. 

• Dr Stewart Sykes, 47. senior lecturer in Special Education and Psychology 
in the Monash Faculty of Education, has been appointed director of the 
Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children. to succeed the founding director, 
Emeritus Professor Marie Neale. who retired at the end of last year. 

• Dr Fred Symons, 51. assistant director, Strategy Development at Telecom's 
Research Laboratories, has been appointed to the newly-established Telecom 
Chair of Telecommunications and Information Engineering at Monash. 

$ THEWHERE 
AND WHY 

The Victorian Education Foundation 
has awarded more than 5700,000 over 
three years to the Department of Com.. 
puter Science to provide equipment and 
staff for greater numbers of under· 
graduates. 

This brings the total amount granted 
to the university by the foundation since 
its establishment less than a year ago to 
more than $11,4 million. 

Other important awards have been 
5200,000 over two years to the Faculty 
of Arts to develop a Diploma of Austra
lian Tourism, and $375,000 over three 
years to the Centre for European Studies 
to establish new multidisciplinary under
graduate and postgraduate degrees on 
the languages and cultures of Europe. 

* * * 
The Federal Gov ..... meal laas ",ated 
Ibe unlv .....ly S1.5 mlUloa onr two ..... 
I half years lowsrds upaadl", the 
recently-.sllbllshd Public SUlor 
Mlnl.emeal 1801llule "ltbin lloe 
Graduale Scbool of M.a.emenl .1 
Monuh. 

According to director, Professor 
Allan Fels, the primary thrust of the new 
institute is research, but it is also in· 
volving itself in teaching non-degree 
courses, providing in·service training for 
public sector managers and carrying out 
contract research. 

In addition, the Victorian Govern
ment has agreed to contribute 5500,000 
to the institute over five years to enable 
the appointment of a Professor of 
Public Sector Management. 

Two Monash groups which extend the 
university's work into the community 
have been given 530,000 granls by the 
Federal Government. 

Under the Higher Education Equity 
Program, the Careers and Appoint
ments Service and MOSA (Monash 
Orientation Scheme for Aborigines) 
each received the awards for their out· 
reach programs. 

The Careers and Appointments grant 
will be used to extend the Schools Link 
project, in which students from selected 
schools are encouraged to enter tertiary 
study. 

* * * 
Tbe number of fuU-fee paying 
sludenls .t Monasb bas l.creased 
rapidly ov ... \be past 111'0 years IDd the 
ualverslty Is actively promotl", its 
courses overseas. 

More than 200 full-fee paying over
seas students were enrolled at the begin
ning of the year, compared with about 
40 last year, and more are expected to 
begin in July in the Master of Business 
Administration course. 

* * * 

Tbe Ukrainlln commually bu raised 

S500,OOO to ensure tbal Ukrainian I ..c~
Ing and .....rch contlnues .1 MODub. 

The Vice·Chancellor, Professor 
Logan, said the community deserved to 
be congratulated for its fund·raising 
effort, which was one of the most im· 
pressive in the history of the university. 

The Association of Ukrainians in Vic· 
toria began funding a lectureship for an 
undergraduate program in 1983, when 
Monash became the first Australian uni
versity to offer such a program. 

Breaking new ground 

Monash has achieved anotber 'first' The Process of Law in AustraU.: 

wilh Ihe publlc.tlon of a te.chlng Intercultur.l Perspecllves, is published 
manual that breaks new ground in Aus· by Butterworths (RRP 539). Ms Bird is 
traUan legal education. pictured, above, with Mr Justice Gobbo 

The Process 0/ Law in Australia: who launched the book in Melbourne. 
Intercultural Perspectives, Butterworths 
(RRP 539), written by Research Fellow 
in Law, Greta Bird, takes as its starting 
point the uniqueness of the Australian LAW 
legal system. 

It introduces new perspectives on 
traditional topics: the reception of Baxt appointment
English law, cultural heritage, migrants 

Professor Bob Baxt, 49, Dean ofand workers ' compensation, access and 
Law, bas been appointed full·time chair· equality, migrants and education, sum· 
man of Ihe Trade Pracllces Commary justice, and much more. 
mission.Its purpose is to change the bias of 

Professor Saxt was appointed to the legal education, and to encourage 
Sir John Latham Chair of Law in 1972changes in the legal process itself. 
and became Dean in 1980. He isThe book has been welcomed by the 
expected to return to the university at Prime Minister, Mr Hawke, who says its 
the conclusion of his three!year termcarefully argued analysis is a challenge 
with the commission. to readers. 

The book was written while Ms Bird 
was employed as a research fellow for Library phone link 
the Low: Aboriginal and Ethnic Com Monash has one of Ihe I.rgesl I.w
munities project at Monash. libraries in Australia, and its covera&e of

The three-year project, initiated by Australasian legal literature is compre
the Faculty of Law and overseen by a bensive .nd up-tHale.
committee drawn from a number of Now, for the cost of a local call and 
Aboriginal and ethnic organisations, an average fee of between 51 and 53 
saw the incorporation of multicultural . depending on connection time, a lawyer
material into some first·year law anywhere in Australia with a telephone· 
courses. linked personal computer or terminal 

can now search the library's index for To head centre legal information contained in Aus
Greta Bird, Monasla gradulle and tralian and New Zealand law journals, 

.utbor of The Prous. of Law In Aus conference proceedings and book 
traIitl: Int.,CIIltrmu P".fJfttivlS, la.. reviews. 
been appolaled dlreclor of IIIe ..... This information can then be stored 
Natloaol Ceftlre for Crosseall.raJ and printed out. 
Sludies 1ft Law. The idea for mounting the index as a 

The centre, to be based at Monash, is commercial electronic database came 
part of the Multicultural and Cross from reference librarian, Ms Rosemary 
Cultural Supplementation Program Bunnage, who saw it as a means of turn· 
initiated by the Office of Multicultural ing a manual printed index into an elec
Affairs. It is being administered by tbe tronic database which would be of great 
Department of Employmenl, Education use to staff and students as well as mling 
and Training. a research need for the legal profession. 

It will be run in co-operation with the She approached law lecturer, Mr Tim 
University of Melbourne, which has a Pinos, who already was working part· 
well-established Asian Law Centre. time at the Law Institute setting up the 

The Federal Government recently LINK (Lawyers Information Network) 
announced that funding of S253,OOO communications system. 
over three years would be provided for Part of the LINK package was to give 
the project. lawyers simple access to such com· 

Ms Bird was awarded an LL.B (Hons) mercial electronic databases, and the 
in 1968 by Melbourne University, and Law Institute had made it known that it 
received her LL.M from Monash in would be interested in hearing from pee. 
1980. She gained an M.Phil at Ihe pie who could put up new products. 
University of Cambridge in 1984 and As the Australasian Legal Literature 
completed an Aboriginal Studies Unit at Index (ALLI), the database is now part 
Monash in 1986. of LINK. 
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Monash chemists join 

in Telecom search 


The university's Chemistry depart. 
ment has become an important part of a 
muUi·million dollar researcb effort in· 
itiated by Telecom Australia to produce 
an infra-red optical fibre communica
tions system. 

Such a system would be less subject to 
interference than conventional visible 
light systems, and would therefore be 
ideally suited to the long distance trans
missions which occur in Australia. 

Teams of Monash research chemists 
are working on two different aspects of 
its development. 

One group, led by Dr Doug Mac
Farlane, has just renewed a three-year 
contract with Telecom to inve~tigate us
ing heavy metal fluoride salts to make 
the glass for infra·red optical fibres. 

In order for opto-electronic devices to 
work effectively, the chemicals from 

which they are made must be 99.9999 
per cent pure, a feat which demands 
great skill and expense, and high tech
nology. 

At present, all of Australia's chemical 
feedstocks must be imported. Cadmium 
sold by Australia as raw meral for 53.80 
a kilogram comes back as dimethyl cad
mium for berween 530,000 and 5100,000 
a kilogram - that is, if it comes back at 
all. 

Because infra-red telecommunications 
have great military application, those 
countries which have developed feed
stocks and manufacturing expertise are 
loath to part with them, 

This holds out the promise of a vast 
export market for a country with Aus
tralia's raw materials, if it could develop 
new, more effective feedstocks or more 
efficient ways of manufacturing the con
ventional feedstocks. 

The Greek connection 

Monash bas joined the Australian 

Archaeological Institute in Athens, a 
move which will provide many benefits, 
says Professor Alan Henry of Classical 
Studies. 

The institute was set up in 1981 by 
Professor Alexander Cambitoglou, of 
the University of Sydney, to promOle 
Greek studies in Australia and to make a 
base in Greece for Australian post
graduate students and staff. 

It now owns a building in Athens 
bought with money raised by the Sydney 
Friends of the AAIA - which accom
modates an office, a small hostel and a 
library. 

Professor Henry said the institute did 
not deal only with ancient Greece. 

"It supports research in many areas 

Trooping 
the 

Colors 
The Queen's and Regimental Colors 

were presented to Monash University 
Regiment at a ceremonial ,parade on 31 ' 
January by the Governor, Or Davis Mc-
Caughey. . 

More than 3m guests, including the 
Chancellor, Sir George Lush, the Chief 
of the General Staff, Lieutenanr
General Laurie O'Donnell, and other 
dignitaries, watched the re-enactment of 
ancient traditions which marked the 
regiment's coming-of-age. 

On parade were troops from Monash, 
Melbourne and Deakin universities. 

Also among the guests were the 
granddaughter and niece of Sir John 
Monash, Mrs Elizaberh Durre and Mrs 
Nancy Kirsner. 

The regiment is the proud owner of 
much of Sir John's army memorabilia, 
which was on display ar the parade 
ground. 

including classical art, history and litera
ture as well as Byzantine and modern 
Greek studies. 

"It also has a permit for an annual 
excavation, which is presently being 
undertaken at Torone, in northern 
Greece, by researchers from member 
universities ... 

Professor Henry said membership of 
the institute brought an added benefit to 
students, with half of the $1500 annual 
fee paid by Monash being put towards a 
scholarship fund which the university 
could draw on . 

"We will be setting up a 'friends' 
group in Melbourne to raise further 
funds wirh rhe hope of eventuaily being 
able to send a student to Greece each 
year," he said. 

• The second annuat MOSA magazine is described by its editor. Virginia Parker (pictured). as "another 
significant step by Koori students in d~laying further aspects of their knowledge gained in an 
unfamiliar, but a valuable and exciting, domain". Produced by students of the Monash Orientatton 
Scheme for Aborigines, the 1988 issue includes a number of Aboriginal oral histories that reflect upon 
life in places as far apart as Lake Tyers and Thursday Island, Ms Robinson hopes the magazine Mil 
focus on such histories in future issues. The magazine was recently launched at MOSA's headquarters 
by the director of the Aboriginal Advancement League, Ms Faye Carter, Copies are available from the 
MOSA office in the Gallery Building at $2.50 each. Photo - Tony Miller. 

European scholarship 

A Monash student, whose special area 

of study is 15th century Florence, was 
one of three winners of postgraduate 
scholarships awarded by the European 
community in recognition of Austnlill's 
Bicentenary.

Father Peter Howard. an honors 
graduate in hislOry, took up his Austra
lian Bicentennial ScholarShip in Septem· 
ber at the European University Institute 
at Badia Riesalana, just outside 
Florence. 

Rhodes winner 

Stuart Rae, 22, research assistant in 

the department of PhYSiCS, took up a 
national Rhodes Scholarship at Oxford 
in October. 

Stuart gained first class honors in 
Physics at Monash last year for his work 
in the area of laser development. 

He is the son of Dr Ian Rae, Associate 
Professor in the department of 
Chemistry. 

The European University Institute, 
which opened in 1976, was created by 
the 12 Member Srares of rhe European 
Community to contribute to intellectual 
life through postgraduale research and 
teaching in history, economics. law, and 
political and social sciences. 

Holiday program 
When Student Welfare distributed a 

questionnaire earlier this year to gauge 
interes. in an on.campus school boliday 
program, the response was overwhelm· 
ing. 

The newly-appointed Child Care Co
ordinator, Bernadette Muir, organised a 
program (rhe first at Monash) for rhe 
..'une-July holidays, and again in 
Seprember, wirh up ro 160 children 
being cared for on a full- or part-lime 
basis. Staff and students were given 
equal access to the program, which was 
rated a great success, 

Judo victory 
The Monash University Judo Club 

won the men's and women's teams 
events at the Nattonallntervarsity Judo 
meet In September at the Australian Na
tional University. 

* * * 
The Monash Men's Rowing Club 
represent~ Aust..lI. In the inaugural 
World Boat Race In Brisbane this year_ 

The club, which "arne fifth, had won 
selection at the annua] Universities Row
ing Championships. 

Crews (rom Oxford, Cambridge, 
Princeton, New Zealand, Australia and 
Japan competed over a period of seven 
days in the 4.5 kilometre event held on 
the Brisbane River. 

After losing their heat to Cambridge 
(the eventual winner) and the subse
quent repechage, the Monash team won 
the petite final that determined their 
eventual placing. 

It was the first time that so many 
international universities had competed 
over the traditional boat race distance, 
and the event attracted worldwide atten
tion. It was televised by the British 
Broadcasting Corporation. 
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~~ I Tho ","M" ,,~,!:>.~~~~~~"'"'~..." 
the founder and current convener, Dr Paul Gardner, looks back on the 

§ achievements. 
We now have a membership of 550, jointly with (he faculty's Dip.Ed. Com

an active executive committee and mittee. Ann Borthwick, Director of Pro

§ various sub..commiUees, an interesting jects for the Victorian Curriculum Ad
range of programs for members. and vi50ry Board, spoke about the 
some important plans for the future. implementation of the VeE. Her central 

§ 
The alumni was launched on (heme was that teachers and schools 

§ 
5 November last year, at a funclion ad- should become involved as soon as 
dressed by the Vice-Chancellor, Pro- possible in the complex sequence of 
fessor Logan, and the then Director of organisational tasks which had to be 
the Commission for the Future, Rhonda done if the VeE were to be effectively 
Galbally. and attended by about 200 implemented during the next three 
students and staff, past and present. At years . 

§ this meeting, a large number of people The major function for 1988 will be 
volunteered to join the executive com held later this month. The alumni, in 
mittee of the new organisation. association with the faculty. will hold a 

§ 
celebratory dinner to mark the 25th 

Several functions have been held dur anniversary of the establishment of the 
ing 1988. In March, Eric WillmOll, 
Chief Education Officer with the ACT faculty. 

§ 
November 13,1963, the date on which 

Schools Authority, spoke of the pro- John Theobald took up his appointment 
blems experienced by llfirst" (e.g. abor as the very first staff member of the 
iginal) societies when they en('ountered faculty. is the historic benchmark for 

with Iheir entirely different values. skills 
and educational systems. The dinner wiIJ also honor Professor 

By its very nature, Monasb Graduates 
Assoclollon has always bod to be a 
general and broad-based association em
bracing graduates from all disciplines of 
the university. 

The MGA committee is aware of new 
trends within the university. and greets 
the formation of faculty and depart
ment-based alumni associations warmly, 
recognising the affinity that many 
graduates feel to the discipline or faculty 
from which they graduated. MGA 
wishes to encourage such trends and 
form links where invited with such 
associations. 

The association was founded about 20 
years ago by some of the earliest 
graduates. Its aim was always to act as a 
representative for graduates. 

Its major official function is to repre
sent the university at the yearly Aus
tralian University Graduate Conference. 

The AUGC is a forum for Australian 
university graduates to meet to discuss 
and debate issues which affect university 
graduates. This year's conference was 
held at the University of Western Aus
tralia. MGA funded one representative, 
Anne Langdon. to attend this con
ference. This was a significant con-

LAW§ "second" (modern Western) SOCieties, this celebration. 

Peter Fensham, who steps down as Dean 

~ 
In May, a dinner was held with Kate at the end of the year _ and there is a Tbe Monasb UDlvenlly La" Alumni 

Nash, who chairs the ALP's Education hint that roast dean may be on the held lis AGM aad DlnDer at tbe Dor-
Policy Commillee. Ms Nash, a Monash menu. At the dinner, a Silver Jubilee cbester OD 11 October 1988_ 

§
M.Ed .Sc. graduate, looks back with Fund will be launched. Contributions Elected to office for 1988/ 89 were: 
considerable satisfaction on Ihe conui (tax deductible) will be used to generate EXECUTIVE: Campbell McComas _ 
bution her studies made to her own pro- Peter Fensham scholarships to support president, Chris Jessup _ vice
fessional development. She is employed research projects of post-graduate president, Damien Lockie _ treasurer,

§ by the Teachers' Federation of Victoria. students in the faculty. Louise Crockell _ secretary. COM-
The next function, in August, was ad- The dinner and the fund will give our MITTEE: Jan Maclean, Tony Mazzone, 

dressed by Jane Kenway, a lecturer in alumni the opportunity of celebrating Bruce Moore, Jack Hammond, Judy

§ Social and Administrative Studies at the achievements of the faculty over a Hargrave, Brent Hutchinson and 
Deakin. She explored the influence of quarter of a century, and of expressing Marily'n Pittard_ 
the New Right, its educational policy appreciation in a tangible way that will The Master of Ceremonies for the 

§ and the mechanisms it employed - practically assist a later generation of evening was Campbell McComas, and 
principally media publicity - to press students. the guest speaker was Mr Charles Nor-
its viewpoint. The key elements of the man Geschke, Victorian State Ombuds

. I d h h' The dinner will be held on November 

~ 
New Right ideology IRC u e t e aut on- man. The outgoing President, Jan 
ty of teachers and text books, rigorous 29 at Camelot Receptions in Clayton. Maclean, presented the Alumni Under-
testing to maintain standards, and the The cost is S40 per person, and spouses graduate Award jointly to Jennie Clarice 

§ 
maintenance of traditional values. or partners are welcome. A formal and Fiona Blackmore. 

. h I hid' booking is essential.Pnvate sc 00 s are seen as up 0 IRg 1988 has been a growth year for tbe 
these values; state schools are unfairly Inquiries should be made to the execu- Law Alumni, which has undertaken a 
maligned as chaotic and of poor intellec tive officer of the alumni, Joan Szalman membership drive, established a regular 

ference. and almost wholly devoted to 
discussion of the Dawkins White Paper. 

The conference issued a press release 
subsequently, titled Graduales Hil Oul 
AI Tax. 

Whilst the conference recognised that 
the principle of graduates having to 
meet some of the cost of their education 
was reasonable, it considered that the 
Tertiary Contribution Scheme as 
presently set forth contained anomalies 
and injustices in its application. The 
conference called on the government to 
achieve a system that allowed graduates 
to meet their financial responsibilities 
without injustice. 

The press release also indicated that 
the conference opposed state direction 
of existing processes to disrupt universi
ty autonomy. 

The release also called for greater 
graduate voice in university governance 
and viewed with alarm the proposal to 
reduce the number of council members 
in a particular university who are elected 
by the convocation of the university, 
from seven to one. 

The traditional role of MGA is to pro
vide opportunity for graduates to meet 

~ 
tual quality. . (565 2787) who is also the contact per- newsletter, [nler Alia, and organised a 

The most rece. nt function, last month, son for all alumni matters. range of functions for its· ' gr.owl'ng 
• Alumni Undergraduate Award winners FIona 

was a late afternoon seminar sponsored Dr Paul Gardner membership. . member Kevin Bell and Prof....,r 1.1_ Pryles at 

§ Members now receive a membership Dinner.

I MUSIC I card which gives them discounts on cer complement the gallery's OUI oj SIght, 
. tain Law School publicatio!,& and loan- Oul of Mind exhibition which examlnea 

§
L__--==-=-=--=:.....=-=--=:.....__--' access to the Law Library. prison architecture. 

The fint meet/D. of tbe Alumni and The subscribed membership of the . Three guest speakers familiar with the 
Friend. of tbe Deportm.al of Musk Law Alumni has more than doubled issues raised by the exhibition will speak 

§
look tbe form of a lote-oftemoon recep during the year and graduates pow settl on aspects of social history, architecture 
lion on Ibe Me ...n1ue floor of Robert ed ... far afield as Malaysia, the United and the law. Date: 12 December, 1988; 

.Blackwood HaJl OD Thursday, Sop- States and the United Kingdom are Time: 7pm; Venue: Gallery Theauette, 
t....ber 1 followed by lD e..nlng among the many who have taken up Gallery Building. The Gallery will be 

~ ::E~~:r~~~~';;.:~~~r, Io;!r:".!~ :~!~;~!~I~~~e:~t~~em~~.r'i'r~~7. :i~;n~~~~~~J-~~-~~:~~~s 
~ Logan, speak on the value of an alumni Night hosted by the stars. of Radio December at MerrillS Restaurant, Mel

to the department. 3RRR's show, Lawyers, Guns and bourne, from 6-9pm. 
The Dean of the Faculty of Arts, Pro- Javanese orchestras by staff and Money, Donoghue and Stevenson. During the coming year the Law 

§
fessor John Hay, launched the first issue students, as well as a guest Indian Nearly 200 alumni auended. Alumni is looking forward to develop

. of the Newsleuer of the Department of ensemble. The winnina table consisted of a dis ing stronger bonds with the Law 
. Music, Mousike, copies of which were Several hundred graduates and proportionately high level of 'brain Students Society and further increasing 

~ 
distributed to those present. Friends of the Department of Music power' having seated at it a number of its membership. 

The concert, which was presented by who were not able to be present on the the Law Faculty's distinguished teaching 1989 also marks the 25th Anniversary 
the Department of Music, gave three occasion received copies of Mousike in staff  including the Acting-Dean, Pro of the David Derham Law School and 
versions - from South India, Thailand the mail. fessor Williams  himself a graduate of the Law Alumni will be involved in the 
and Java - of the great Indian epic Those wishing to be included in future the Monash Law School. celebratory events planned to mark this 
Ramayana in dance and dance drama activities of the Alumni and Friends are The next Law Alumni function for occasion. 
form, accompanied by orchestral music invited to contact the department 1988 is a jointly organised lecture with D.n. Markowitz which 
played on the department's Thai and (565 3230). Maraarel Kortoml the Monash University Gallery to Alumni!"f1cer 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS & ALUMNI AFFAIRS 
SURVEY OF GRA~UATES 

We need your help! If you are a graduate of MODUb please complete this lurvey to let us Flurry of activity how (be v.lue you place 00 your lilDe at Monash, your sellse 01 beloogiotl to the University 
aDd way, in which we migh'lDaiotaio coDlaet . 

The !ourvey is anOGYIDDuS oaless you choose to complete tbe riul ~tiOD. A report oltbehere and overseas 
findings will be published in 1989. 

1988 has seen 8 nurry of alumni le The Vice-Chancellor, who hosled Ihe Please return Ihis survey form using the FrccpoSl number 3$ shown al the cnd . 
HvUy on the campus, interstate and funclion, lold the group how proud he 
overseas. was of Monash University's strong link . . B .... b.ne with Malaysia and how hearloned and 

The World Expo 88 site, ablaze wilh encouraged he felt by the warm response Please mark the appropriate: boxes below • 
color, was the backdrop for Monash of the graduates. He was also delighted 
University's first alumni meeting in to welcome to the function the Aus
Bri.s.bane in July. l. Sex D Male D femaletralian High Commissioner to Malaysia,Graduates young and old, spanning 

Mr Cavan Hogue. more than 25 years of the university's Slng.porehistory, gathered at Brisbane's now
The Australian High Commission was 2. Age 20-25 26-30 31·35 restored Old Library Building which 

the venue of a reception also in midserves as a function centre for World )6.4() 41·45 <6·50Augusl for some 140 Monash graduales Expo 88. § § §and members of Australian AlumniAbout 80 alumni had a chance to Sl·55 56·60 61+ 
Singapore.renew friendships of days gone by, relive 

It was an evening of merriment and their university days, and make new 
3. FacuU),nostalgia as graduates who had lost confriends with whom they could share a 

tact with each other met again. common bond. From which faculty (faculties) at Monash did ),OU graduate either 85 an undergraduate
The Vice-Chancelior, ProFessor The Vice-Chancellor gave a talk on or postgraduate student? 

asked a graduate of 20 years' standing. 4. What yean did you anend Mona5h .. a studeot? ____________ 1 
education system had been "turned on I"Well, some still call it 'The Farm'," 
its head" in the past six or seven months replied the Vice-Chancellor with a 1 
and universities were being called upon 5. Describe bridly yo-.r e:urrCl)t oc:e:tapatioa ______________laugh. 1 
to be more efficient and more responsi Special thanks are extended to Dr An I 
ble to the Australian taxpayers. thony Chung, President of Australian r 

The way in which universities were IAlumni Singapore and his committee
perceived by the public was vital and I

for making the arrangements for this Ithat was an area in which Monash function. 6. If you were applyio, to eorol a,aia (or University (or Ihe tint time. would you c:hoose 1University alumni could assist their Hong Kong Monash? Iuniversity. A smaller but no less enthusiastic 1"We need your advice. We need to DYesgroup of Monash graduates attended a IJearn from you about what you think a 
reception in the Hilton Hong KC'ng, also I

university ought to be doing and about 
in August. Pleasecommeot: ______________________ I 

new developments in your field." Pro ISeveral were keen to help establish a fessor Logan said. IMonash alumni group in Hong Kong He told the alumni and their friends I
and planning is already underway under and relatives at the gathering that 7. In your experience, how valuable was tbe time you tpeDt at MOD..h? 1 
Ihe leadership of Dr Alberl Leung (Ph.DMonash would be making a greater ef Very valuable Moderately Waste of time:(Biochem) 1982) of Ihe Chinese Univerfort to keep in touch with past students 
sity of Hong Kong. 2 4through its publications and activities. 5 
Callfornl. - Germ.ny - Netberl.ndsSubsequently . some graduates 8. How would you ra te Ihe quality of the forma! (pw(es:; jnnal educalion you rec:eived - J.p.nvolunteered to be on a steering commit al Monash ? 

Phone calls, letters and cups of coffeetee to work towards forming a Brisbane • Exeellenl Average Poorwith Monash graduates have markedbranch of Monash alumni. The feasibili

.' 
Iy of eSlablishing a North Queensland visits by Monash staff to these areas. 2 3 • 5 

Whilst numbers are small - and often branch is also being looked at. (Photos 9. Looking bu.k at YOUt time al Monash, how valuable was it in terms of your ~ too small to warrant the establishment p. 13). developmenl?
Perth of formal groups - the informal con-

Very valuable Moderately DetrimenlalThe inaugural meeting of the Perth tact has been well received. 
Monash Ammni Western Australia was The contact is especially valued since 2 3 4 5 

held in October when the Dean of the it enables the university to keep inform
10. Whal did you value IIDOtt .boul your time at Monat b'? Faculty of Arts, Professor John Hay, ed of the achievements of its graduates 

was the special guest. - and of their opinions. 
Almost 200 Monash graduates and 19119 and beyond 

i".' guests had previously attended a recep- It is hoped to hold receptions in 1989 
tion hosted by the Vice-Chancellor in in other centres in Australia and to in

11 . Wbilll did you value least about your lime al Mona sh? February when he was in Perth on the crease the contact with our graduates in 

occasion of the Commonwealth Univer- . Victoria. 


Jennifer Becksities' Congress. 
DirectorSubsequently 11 alumni volunteered 

to join as [nlerim Steering Committee. ,I 
12. Would you recomm end Ihe course(s) you did a' Monash 10 prospective studcnu.? 1Thanks go 10 Geoff Giddings (B.Ed 


1972, M.Ed 1978) For organising Ihe 

IFebruary meeling and 10 Ken Fehily D NotsureDYes 
1 

I
(B.E<: 1980) for his preparedness to 

"steerH the committee. (Photos p. 14) 
 PleasecommeDt ________ _______ ______ _ 

Kual. Lumpur 
In mid-August, almost 500 Monash 


graduates crowded into the ballroom of 

the Hotel Equatorial to meet up with old 

Friends and reminisce. Peg Wong (B. E<:. 
 13. How tlrong would you say is your sense of ideutity with Monash ? 
Hons 1985) had done a Iremendous job 
in organising the function which at Stroog Moderate Non-existeol 

tracted much interest and favorable 2 3 5• 

Logan, told the Monash alumni it was a the university's plans for the future and 
particularly important time for the the place of overseas students at 
university to be keeping in touch with its Monash. 
graduates. There was ample time for talk about 

"People like you value the skills you the "good old days" and much quizzing 
have learnt and the contacts you have of the Vice-Chancellor about Australian 
made ... We have made an investment university education in general and 
in you and we need to harness your sup Monash in particular. 
port." he said. "Is Monash still out in the bush?" 

Professor Logan said the higher 

Arts HL.w 

Economict &. Politics 

Eoaioeeriag tJ :::::e 

Education 

I 
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DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS & ALUMNI AFFAIRS 


14. I) Since your gradualioD, what was the last DeCnlOD 00 which you visited Monash? 

b) In whicb yeanvas that? 19__ 

15. 	 Do )'uu fccl sufficienlly well informed about Monash allhc prcsenllime?

DYes 
t6. 	 Do Y(lU feel sufficiently well informed about the faculty in which you obtained your 

degree at tbe presenllime? 

11. 	 How many times have you received any official contact from Monash this year? 

1 - 2 	 5 • 6o 0 0 0 0Non< 3 . , 	 7 + 

What were the purposes of tbesecommuoications? 

18. 	 Would you as a graduate like to have a cODtinuing affiliation with Monash? o Already hive affiliation 

If you already have a coatinuiag affiliatioD, bow is this maintained? 

19. Please indicate your interest in having access to theCollowing: 

Would be Not sure Would Dot be 
interested interested 

A quarlerly magazine or newspaper 
Cor Monash graduates 

Pro(enional Development Courses 

Current AfCairs Scminars 

Library Facilities 

Sporling Facilities 

Travel Opportunities 

Monash Memorabilia 

Hotel Discounls 

Socia l Activities 

20. Please provide coruments or suggestions that migbl belp us develop programs and 
facililies relevant to you IS a Monash graduate. 

USE THE FREBPOSTNUMBER· NO STAMP IS REQU1RE.D WITHIN AUSTRALIA 

Please relurn to the following address: FREEPOST No. 11 
Oe~ . of External Relalions &. Alumni Affain 
MODUh Uoivenity 
Cllyton, Victoria 3168 

. . . 
Follow up 

If you would be bappy to be approadaed ill a follow-up to Ibis survey, would you please 
iDdicate by puniA& your aa.e aad either address or cootact tcleplloae ••mbc, below: 

Namc: ______________________________________________________ 

Addr...' ________~-------------------

--------------------------------------p~"'-------
Homc _____________Telep1o_ "loa., B.~ ______~------

More than just a 

heated exchange 


When Dr Erich Olbrich, chemical engineer, decided to spend four montbs 
study leave working with Heat Exchangers (Australia) Pty Ltd, he thought 
it would be an interesting extension of the time he spent witb the company 
in 1979, developing one of the interactive design programs for a type of beat 
exchanger. 

Another attraction was that he knew 
the managing director of Heat Ex
changers, Murray Moon, very well. He 
supervised Mr Moon's Ph.D at Monash 
from 1971 to 1976. 

However, he was in for something of 
a rude shock and was, in both his words 
and those of Murray Moon, "thrown to 
the wolves". 

The company had just lost its thermal 
design engineer and Erich Olbrich 
became the first point of contact for 
clients who, in many cases, didn't 
always know what equipment they 
wanted. 

.. I had to learn that the customers for 
this sort of equipment come in distinct 
groups and that each group has certain 
habits and pet sloppinesses - if I can 
say thal. 

"So that, for example, mechanical 
engineers or those who are selling com
pressors have a certain jargon talking 
about what they want when they ask for 
an after-cooler," he said. 

Apology 
"One of the first experiences I had 

was with a chap who said he wanted 
something that would handle so many 
cubic feet a minute and I said. 'Well, 
can you be precise as to whether it's 
cubic feet per minute at atmospheric 
pressure and temperature. or whether 
it's at the discharge conditions of the 
compressor?' 

"He had only two choices and he 
picked the wrong one. And his final 
comment to me was 'I've never been 
asked so many technical Questions in my 
life!' I had to apologise and say 'Look, 
I'm new in this job'." 

One of the major difficulties in being 
transplanled in this way. Dr Olbrich 
says, is that the academic is supposedly 
the expert. 

Also, when one comes from the 
university environment, one expects all 
the information available to be 
presented, to enable the best possible 
solution to be worked out. 

In industry, information can be 
withheld for a range of reasons, in
cluding industrial secrecy: "They give 
you only as much as they think you need 
for the job and that's it." 

This particular aspect of his ex
perience at Heat Exchangers will ,be 
reflected in the teaching of his students. 
He sees "useful modifications" to the 
design procedures which students are 
currently taught, that would take this in
complete information into account. 

It will not. he says, be a major 
change, but one he feels students should 
be aware of so that, as graduates in an 
industrial environment, tbey will be bet
ter prepared. 

Erich Olbrich now has, he says, 
"more respect for industry, and I'm 
particularly concerned that chemical 
engineers (certainly other branches of 
engineering may not feel so strongly) 
who have to be able to talk to chemists, 
liaise with mechanical engineers and 
electricals as well - really have to be the 
catholic engineer to the extent that that's 
possible in a modern environment. 

"Everybody tries to specialise and it's 
fun specialising, but in an environment 
like this, you've got to know enough 
about the other person's speciality and 
the nature of their contribution to a 
given project, to know when to SlOP and 
ask for advice." 

Being able to work with Murray 
Moon was, he said, "fortunate'". and 
echoes an observation he made in an 
earlier period of study leave in a German 
technical university (Erlangen, near 
Nuremberg). 

While there, he was taken by the pro
fessor of the department in which he was 
working, to a technical seminar held by 
the large German chemical manu
facturer, BASF, near Karlsruhe. 

"There were about 50 people there 
half of them research personnel of the 
industrial organisation and Ihe other 
half from universities and "he inter
action, which you could read bel ween 
the Jines , was the mutual respect each 
had for the other, which is something 
that doesn't reaily exist in our present 
culture. " 

He feels that the process of desirable 
change in our university-industry 
climate is underway, but necessarily 
slow. as it requires the establishment of 
mutual trust based on the accumulated 
experience of fruitful interaction at the 
grass-roots level. 

Opportunities for such interaction de
pend, he believes, on the breadth of 
"technical vision" of our entrepreneurs, 
who must see a clear ultimate commer
cial advantage in such activity. 

And how does Murray Moon feel, be
ing a former Ph.D student of Erich 
Olbrich. now managing director of Heat 
Exchangers and, at least for the dura
tion of his study leave, Erich's boss? 

Besides feeling it "was marveUous 
having him here", Murray Moon saw 
Dr Olbrich's main difficulty being "get
ting used to the standards and conven
tions and ways of going about designing 
specific heat exchangers that you only 
get by experience - and knowing what 
the iDdustry expects." 

"The ultimate name of the game is to 
design something to fit the purpose at 
the right price on time. There's no point 
in being carried away with any of the 
niceties if you're not going to get the 
business. " 

(Coatrlbut"') 
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MONASH REPORTER 

Education Preparatory Course for 
Overseas Students. It is the only pro
gram of its kind in Queensland, and 
possibly Australia. 

The 12-month course is for secondary 
and tertiary students from overseas who 
want to study at a tertiary level in Aus
tralia. Sixteen institutions throughout 
Australia have agreed to accept HEP
COS graduates into their courses. 

The on-campus course is run by the 
Darling Downs Institute's Department 
of External and Continuihg Education 
and Mrs Dashwood is enthusiastic about 
the future of the program because of the 
growing number of overseas students 
studying at Australian universities and 
colleges. 

Mrs Dashwood's husband, Oliver, a 
Massachusetts Institute ' of Technology 

For Mrs Dashwood, Monash Univer
sity was a family affair. Her brothers, 
Bruce and Peter Waxman, are both 
Monash medical graduates. 

Dr Bruce Waxman lectures in surgery 
at the Monash University's teaching 
hospital, Prince Alfred. 

• t,,/' r 
, ~ 

• Ann Oashwood and her husband, Oliver. 

The material for this insert was supplied by the Department of Exte.rn.1 Relations 
and AlumnI Affairs, Monash University, Clayton 3168. Inquiries (03) S65 5007. 

NOVEl\IBER t988 

eBRISBANEe 

The Dick Rigby Show 


Entertainer, nurseryman, and psychologist - that's Dick Rigby, a 
zoology graduate. 

Mr Rigby, who moved to Queensland ding president of Deakin Hall residential 
because he is anti-poikilothermic and college. 
addicted to rainforests, graduated with a "They were super days," he said. "I 
Bachelor of Science (Zoology) degree would have been a radical, but I was a 
from Monash in 1965. coward." 

His memories of the university's early After his graduation, Mr Rigby went 
days are very fond ones. He admits he to North Queensland and became a hip
should have graduated in 1964, but fail pie for a year. but he returned to univer
ed third year after "getting in with a sity later. completing a psychology 
mob of medicos". Masters degree in 1971. 

He was founding president of the Until five years ago, Mr Rigby was the 
Monash Zoological Society. and foun- senior psychologist at the State Govern

ment's Alcohol and Drug Dependence 
ServiCes. 

He now works as a consulting 
psychologist at an Ipswich private 
hospital, where he is involved with 
rehabilitation services for alcohol and 
drug dependents, and runs his own 
private practice. 

Mr Rigby also has a wholesale plant 
nursery in the east Brisbane suburb of 
Kenmore, and he finds time to run a 
musical comedy show, the Vic and Dick 
Show. 

Mr Rigby had always loved to play the 
piano and is mainly self-taught. He has 
invented an array of funny characters to 
keep Brisbane audiences laughing. 

Until recently he managed a theatre
restaurant, The Love Boat Follies, in 
Rocklea, Brisbane. 

Healing a friendship 

It has taken 10 years for former students Michael Kornfeld and Indra 

Patel to renew their friendship. 

Lush and Lady Lush at the Brisbane alumni meeting with Arts graduate 
Anne Halliday (seated) and rear, from left) her husband, Michael Halliday, Ruth and Noel Lloyd. Anne 
(nee Davies) graduated in 1969 and is now a distance·learning co-ordinator for migrant education. 
Michael is a barrister. Ruth Lloyd (nee Lohse) is a 1983 law graduate and was solicitor for the Royal 
Automobile Club Queensland until the birth of her daughter a year ago. Her husband, Noel, is the 
accountant at Brisbane's Performing Arts Centre. 

~'t 

• Engineers Neal Ashkanasy (left) and Alex 
Mat year with their wives, Linda Ashkanasy and 
Anne Matyear. Mr Ashkanasy graduated from 
Monash in 1967 (see story). Mr Mat year . a 1973 
graduate, runs his own contract management 
business. 

Engineering some changes 

Neal Ashkanasy is an engineer who teaches psychology to accountants. 

He graduated from Monash with a 
Bachelor of Engineering degree in 1 %7, 
then went to the University of New 
South Wales, where he did a Masters 
degree in water resources engineering. 

Mr Ashkanasy spent 18 years with the 
Queensland Water Resources Com
mission and was working in manage
ment when he realised that perhaps 
management, and particularly the 
psychology of management, had a 
greater interest for him than engin
eering. 

He enrolled at the University of 
Queensland in 1974 and graduated with 
first class honors in psychology in 1981. 
Mr Ashkanasy began writing his Ph.D 
thesis in 1982 and expects to finish by 
the end of this year. 

He is currently teaching management 
psychology to University of Queensland 
accountancy undergraduates. 

"They need to be able to understand 
the behavior of others to be successful 
managers ," he said. 

Prep course for ethnics 

A Monash University alumnus is implementing an innovative plan at 

Queensland's Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education to prepare 
overseas students for higher education. 

Ann Dashwood (nee Waxman), B.A, graduate, is also an educator. He 
B.Ed, currently has 30 students par teaches physics and maths at the 
ticipating in HEPCOS - the Higher Toowoomba Grammar School. 

But when they got together again at 
the Monash University alumni function 
in Brisbane, the two doctors discovered 
their careers had followed similar paths. 

Dr Kornfeld and Dr Patel studied 
together at university, but lost touch 
after the graduation ceremony until a 
mutual friend and fellow alumnus, Dr 
Yew Pung Leong, a vascular surgeon in 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, wrote to both 
about a year ago to let them know they 
were working in the same state. 

Dr Kornfeld, after gaining several 
years experience in Melbourne, had 
decided that he preferred the country 
life. 

"I have always liked the country and 

had intended to go to the bush as soon 
as I had some city experience," he said. 

Dr Kornfeld chose to move to 
Queensland because his wife, Jannene, 
had family in Brisbane. He now runs a 
solo practice at Clifton on the Darling 
Downs, outside Toowoomba. 

Dr Patel, too, has gone into solo prac
tice and has a surgery at Browns Plains, 
an outer Brisbane suburb. 

Dr Patel returned to his native Fiji 
after graduation to fulfil a six-year con
tract for the Fiji Government. But after 
4 Y2 years working at hospitals 
throughout Fiji, he paid out his bond 
and moved to Brisbane with his wife, 
Niru, who is also a doctor. 
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• Monash was the focal point for the reunion of Chung Ling Alumni Association at the end of July. The Vlce-ChanceUor is pictured 
welcoming participants to the opening ceremony in the main hall of the Sports and Recreation Centre. Chung Ung School Is in Panang. 
Malaysia and its alumni association comprises 18,000 with 28 branches throughout the world. including AustralLa, China. Ireland, Japan, 
Thailand, UK and the Un~ed States. 

Mentor scheme for engineers 
I .PERTH. 

i . '{lstJI 
• Geoff Giddings (B.Ed 1972, M.Ed 1978), Jo Wardle (LL.B 1985, B.A Politics 1983), John 
Bailey, Anne Horn, Mac Hom (B.Sc Hons 19n, M.A 1984), Sue Brown, Tim Brown (B.Sc 
Hons 1975). 

Discount card 

A Monash Alumni ID card will _nUUe 

you to a number of benefits: 
• Eligibility to apply for Special 

Membership of Monash University Club 
at only 530 a year. 

• Savings on Thomas Cook Travel 
Products through Monash Alumni 
Thomas Cook Travel Club - discounts 
on holidays within Australia, inter
national airfares, cruises, insurance and 
commission free travellers ' cheques. 

• Bonuscard rates at Southern 
Pacific Hotels, The Parkroyal Collec
tion, Travelodge. Bonuscards rates can 
save you toOJo. 20070 and even 40070 a 
night on your hotel accommodation, 

• Special rate for Monash Alumni at 
the Hya.. on Collins, Melbourne. 

• Monash Alumni rates at hOlels of 
The Victoria Holdings Limited: The 
Sheraton Hotel, Melbourne, The Vic
toria Hotel, Melbourne. The Grosvenor 
Hotel, Adelaide. 

To enjoy these rates - and others as 
they become available - apply for a 
Monash Alumni ID card by sending a 
donation of 510, togelber willi your 
name, address, degree and year of 
graduation to Ihe Department of Exter
nal Relations and Alumni Affairs, 
Monash University, Clayton 3168, 

A mentor sebeme has been organised 
by Monash Young Engln..,rs 10 lake 
place next year at Monasb. 

The aim of the scheme is to give 
guidance to engineering students. 

It is particularly aimed at helping 
students develop an understanding of 
the duties and responsibilities of a pro
fessional engineer and to give them an 
insight into the work done by practising 
engineers. 

Other aims are to provide guidance on 

how best to approach job interviews and 
find suitable vacation employment. 

Monash Young Engineers seek expres
sions of interest from Monash engineer
ing graduates who are willing to par· 
ticipate in the scheme. 

Please address your expressions of in· 
terest or requests for further informa
tion to: Ms Madeleine McManus, 
Monash Young Engineers, c/- Depart· 
ment of External Relations and Alumni 
Affairs, Monash University, Clayton, 
3168. 

------------~--------, 

ALUMNI DIARY 

29 November 

Celebratory dinner to mark the 25th 
Anniversary of the establishment of the 
Faculty and to hODOr Professor Peter 
Fensham on his retirement as Dean. 
Camelot Receptions, Clayton. S40 inclu· 
sive. Inquiries: Joan Szalman S65 2787. 

Low
7 December 

Monash University Law Alumni End· 
of·year party. 

Inquiries: Elana Markowitz 
(Mon.IT..... ·565 6942). 

UbnriaDSblp 
A series of weekend events to honor 

Professor Jean Whyte, Foundation 
Professor of the Graduate School of 
Librarianship on the occasion of her 
retirement in 1988. 
18 November 

Public Lecture and Reception: 
Librarianship in Australia - Lion, Lamb 
or Lemming? Speaker: Harrison Bryan. 
State Library of Victoria, The Queen's 
Hall, 7.30 for 8pm. 
19 November 

Saturday Research Seminars. 
19 November 

Celebratory Dinner in honor of Pro· 
fessor Jean Whyte. Dinner, speeches, 
songs, poems and reminiscences, 7 for 
7.30 pm. 
20 November 

Sunday Seminar on Education fo} 
Ubrarianship, 9.30 am·2.30 pm. 

• David Day (M.B, B.S 1976), Ann-Maree Day, Sam Dean (M.B, B.S 1967), Gina Doan, Inquiries about registering for the 
Alan Watt (M.B, B.S 1973), the Vico-Chencellor, Professor Logan, and Jennifer Watt at the above events to Graduate School of 
Perth reception. Ubrarianship. 565 2959. 

Medicine 
19·20 November 

10 year reunion (1978). 
Inquiries: 5654318. 

Mo..... Ual.enlty Gallery 
Until 26 November 

Dole Hickey Retrospective. 
6 December to 14 January 

Out of Sight l Out of Mind - Austra· 
lian Prison Architecture. Hours: 
Tuesday·Friday 10 am·5 pm, Saturday 1·5 
pm. Inquiries: 5654217 G. 

; ,
International Affairs 

18·19 November 
Culture and Politics in Contemporary 

Malaysia. A weekend symposium . . 
Inquiries: 565 2357 or 2960; 

26-27 November 
The State and Civil Society in Contem

porary Indonesia. A two-day conference. 
Inquiries: 565 4990 or 4993. 

Music 
16 December 

Monash University Choral Society, 
Annual Christmas Concert featuring 
Christmas Carols and other Christmas 
Music. Robert Blackwood Hall, 8 pm. 
Admission free. 

Professional Development 
23 November 

Evaluating Microcomputer Statistics 
Packages for Engineering Data Analysis 
(Civil Engineering/Centre for Continuing 
Education) S160 or SI45 earlybird. 

Inquiries: 565 4718. 
Friends of Moaash University 

23 November 
Grand Christmas Buffel 124.50 inclu· 

sive, Union Banquet Room. 
Inquiries: 565 5007. 

MATENGA 
July 1989 

Annual Alumni Dinner. 
Inquiries: Chris Berndt 565 4910. 
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der issues I MEDICINE 
and discuss issues of mutual interest. To Monash Graduates Association, by ~ 
this end, such issues as the development virtue of its foundation. considers itself Premature though congratulations Medical undergraduates are also sup· 
of private universities in Australia, to be the senior representative body for may be, 1989 is the 10th anniversary of ported in several ways with the provision 
charges for overseas students, the in- graduates' interests and, in addition to the formation of the Association of of financial assistance, funding for ~ 
dependence of universities, and the vex- representing Monash graduates at the Monash Medical Graduates Inc. (AM- research and the awarding of a -Final 
ed question of fees and charges for Aus- Australian University Graduate Con- MG) and plans are already underway to Year Prize and medallion to the elected 
tralian students have been discussed at ference, seeks to provide an informal "celebrate" the occasion at the Annual student. ~ 
committee level, and taken up by the link for graduates with the university. General Meeting! Annual Dinner to be The association is especially proud of 
subsequent AUGC conference. Its aim is to continue to look after the held at The Dorchester on Friday, May the continuing excellent standard of the 


more broad-based and general issues of quarterly Newsletter and the new editor

Special projects interests to graduates. Members, Associate (Rosemary Wright) would be delighted 


The MGA committee feels that there Members and non-Members please note to receive articles for forthcoming ~di-
When requested by its members, 
are many graduates not linked with this date in your diary of important lions. Members wishing to contributeMGA takes up domestic issues. The in
other alumni associations within the events now!! should forward articles (with B&Wtroduction of a yearly library levy by the 
university, for whom MGA is the Dean Graeme Schofield, who met photo if possible) to The Editor, c!-Monash Library has caused some 
association which would most suit their with and encouraged a group from Faculty of Medicine. "Grads Gossip" isgraduates distress and this matter has 
graduate needs. amongst the first graduates to establish always welcome on any scrap of paper!! ~ been taken up with the University 

MGA extends to such graduates the an alumni, has continued to provide Monash Medical graduates are now ofLibrarian. There has been a pro-tern 
opportunity to meet with the committee i m mea sur a b I e sup p 0 r t tot h e an age where we have reached the third arrangement to waive the fee. 

Monash Graduates Association seeks at their regular meetings. Ms Sue Knight association. of the 20-Year Reunions. Sfon-g-ratula- ~ 
also to assist Monash students and has ~s561h;08~)~ta~r~er~0~neonLac:::ou~ Wh~C~ ~~~sth:~~~ ~~~!~e~h~h~l~::o~:~~ tions this year to the "ClflsS of 196.8" 
established a short-term loan assistance (650 3248 _ home) or (573 2590 _ tion and the Medical Faculty. Professor ... reports received to date indicate
scheme which is administered by the work), and Mr Len Lawson (editor _ Schofield is to be guest speaker at the that your Reunion at Erskine House, ~ Students' Loans Officer. The scope of 

AGM and D,·nner ,·n 1989. Lome on October 15-16 was an out- ~ The Monash Graduate on 565 2089)these loans has been widened to include From its foundation in 1979, then standing success. 
a Students' Special Projects fund would be pleased to give further The 10-Year Reunions continue to be 

information. with just 25 enthusiastic members, our whereby students may borrow funds to association has grown steadily and now highly successful and it is opportune to 
finance a research project relevant to Anne Langdon extend best wishes to the • 'Class ofhas a membership in excess of 1100,
their studies. President with all years well represented. 1978" for their to-Year Reunion on ~ 

Those who have not yet paid the November 19-20, 1988. Advice about 
VISUAL ARTS 1988-89 membership subscriptions ($40) the "Class of 1973" 15-Year Reunion ~ 

l-:-:-_-:--=--::__--:-:---:-:-__~ or who would like to join the AMMG will be forwarded shortly by Peter 
Monash Graduates with a history of are asked to contact Valda Twaddle at Radford. 

addiction to Visual Arts are invited to the Faculty of Medicine, telephone (03) The AMMG also extends best.wishes 
get in touch with the department to get 5654318. to the "Class of 1988" with their final 
regular doses. In 1987 the first associate members year examinations and looks forward to ~ 

Whatever you're doing now, we'd be were welcomed into the AMMG and we welcoming those graduates as members 
glad to hear from you, and would like to hope to welcome even more during this of the association in the not-too-distant ~ 
reciprocate with news of how the depart- and future years. future. 
ment is surviving the Dawkins era. Since its gestation, the AMMO has If unable to attend the Annual 

As a matter of fact we're thriving, been very fortunate to have had many General Meeting! Annual Dinner held in 
with healthy undergraduate enrolments dedicated members serving on the Com- Melbourne in May of each year, inter- ~ 
and a growing post-graduate school. mittee and, on behalf of the AMMO, I state and overseas members are remind-

A number of innovations are in the extend grateful thanks to each of those ed that, if they wish to organise a dinner 
pipeline - the most exciting being the members, past and present, for their ef- with other AMMG members located in ~ 

introduction of a new coursework MA fective contributions in bringing the their area to coincide with the Annual 

in Australi,an Art, beginning in AMMO to its current strength. Dinner, the AMMG subsidises the cost 

February. 1989. This will be open to The AMMO maintains close links of such a function. 

both pass and honoTS.graduates. with the faculty, with representation on Please contact Valda Twaddle (Facul- ~ 


The closing date for applications is 2 Faculty Board and several standing ty of Medicine, telephone (03) 565 4318)
for further information. December, 1988. committees, and is an Associate 

Inquiries are welcome about the Member of the Victorian Medical Post- John Colman (1973) ~ 
Australian MA and other post-graduate graduate Foundation. AMMG PresIdent 1987-1989 
studies in the ,department. 

Blackmore and Jennie Clarke with alumni- JA;;~~~~ n._~~~~~~~!, ,.~'''. J~ Prylas at the recent Law Alumni AGM and 
The Department of Japanese Siudies second year, is continuing to offer lec~ Stewart Duncan on his retirement from ~ 

Alumni Associalion was launched al a tures, newslelters and social activities to the department after 2S years at the first ~ 
very successful cocktail party in June geographers. Annual Dinner .in November last year. EARTH SCIENCES this year. The alumni committee recently Dr Duncan was made a life member of 

Our second function was an informal employed an executive officer, Ms Pad- the alumni in recognition of his services 
While . tbe Earth ScIences AlumnI dinner with a guest speaker on 28 Sep- dy Rapson, on a part-time basis to help to Geography at Monash. ~ 

Association is still. in its· early stages; we tember in the· Monash University Club. co-ordinate and organise this fast gro.w- This year our Annual Dinner will be 
beld an extremely welt--aUended Prize . . About 20 people attended, and thor- ing alumni. held at BoBo's Chinese Restaurant, 
Giving Graduation Dinner on 20 April oughly enjoyed the opportunity to catch Over the past 18 months members Pinewood Shopping Centre, Mt ~ 
1988. up with old· friends, arid to hear the have enjoyed several stimulating Waverley, November 24 at 7.3Opm, $20 

Awards were presented by the Vice interesting a~dress given by Dr Ross lectures. a head. Phone Paddy Rapson 
Chancellor, Professor Logan, to the Mouer, who came to Monash in July. Dr David Mercer and Mr Peter Gell . 565 2911 on Wednesdays.
following people: Liz Pattillo (BHP Pet His title was Industrial Relations: from the Geography department spoke Alumni inquiries should be directed to ~ 
roleum and eRA Exploration prizes), Rethinking our Models oj Japan Jor the on the controversial issue of the timber Paddy Rapson, as above, or Joan 
Jean Gray (Esso and Australian Society 199Os. enquiry and logging in East Gippsland's Szalman (565 2787). 
of Exploration Geophysics prizes), Rob Our most recent function was a fare- forests. Dr Warneryd from the Universi- ~ 
Piper (Western Mining Corporation well over drinks and sushi on 21 October ty of Lund, Sweden, gave a lecture on 
prize), Rick Valenta (Computer Know for three members of the department Sweden to geographers in the univer- SOCIAL WORK I 
ledge prize), Mark Pownesby and Andy who are leaving Monash this year, and sity's city offices in August. He was in ~ 
Wilde (Chairman of Earth Sciences have taught many graduates over the Australia for the International Oeo
prize). last nine years. graphers Congress held in Sydney this The department of Social Work holds 

This event will now become an annual This will be followed by a HANAMI year. regular reunIon dinners and puts out a 

April 1989, so keep this in your diary. 
We also have a newsletter planned 

which should be published early in 
/"Ianon 1989. 

12 November from 12 noon. graphers as intrepid explorers and At the last reunion dinner, an alumni 
Further details can be obtained from adventurers, 10 alumni members are go- association was formed led by Paul 

Robyn Spence-Brown, Department of ing hot air ballooning at Rutherglen this Sharkey c/- 16 Kinross Ave, Nth Caul-
Japanese Studies, on 565 2278. month. field. 

. one and we have planned the next for 26 (flower-viewing picnic) in Jells Park on Continuing the tradition of geo- twice~yearly graduate newsletter . 
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IALUMNI NOTICEBOARD [ 	 SMEEA 
Tho Soci.ly of Monash Electrical Lindsay Kleeman, Kim Ng and Andy 

Engineering Alumni (SMEEA) has DOW Russell are involved in this work. 

MATENGA 

Some 290 materials engineers have 

graduated from the Faculty of Engineer. 
ing and moves were made during 
mld-1986 10 bring lb ... peopl. log.lhor 
to form an alumni association. 

All graduates of the department and 
academic staff (past and present) as well 
as technical personnel and postgraduate 
students of the department are eligible 
10 become members. 

The association aims to operate both 
on a social and professional level. For 
example at the social end of our ac· 
tivities we aim to meet once or twice a 
year for an informal dinner or other 
function . 

On the professional level the depart
ment can offer services to alumni and 
the companies that they represent. These 
services include consulting activities, 
research projects, special seminars and 
intensive courses. and other col
laborative agreements of mutual 
interest. 

The alumni, on the other hand. could 

provide publicity ror the department, 
provide it with potential students, sug
gest and commission special research, 
provide openings ror vacation ex
perience ror undergraduate students and 
assist in the placement of graduates, and 
comment on exisling and proposed 
course structures among many other 
possibilities. 

The Alumni Association was rormally 
constituted at its first Annual General 
Meeting in June 1988. This gathering in
cluded the presentation of a number of 
papers from alumni on a range of topics 
(composites, solidification processes 
and engineering management) and was 
followed by dinner at a nearby 
restaurant which was attended by over 
50 alumni. 

Mr Peter Aird has been elected presi
dent of the Alumni Association which is 
now known as MATENGA. 

Any inquiries concerning MATENGA 
can be addressed 10 Ihe president or to Dr 
Chris Berndt, c/ o Department of 
Materials Engineering. 

• This figure illustrates the breakdown of work function and interest of the Materials 
Engineering Alumni. 

Distribution or Work Function 
• A : Sales and Markeling R% 
m 3 : Quality Control and Production 10% 
E3 C: Technical Service and Development 16% 
o D: Research 45% 
o E: Olher 21% 

Distribution or Work Interest 

o A: Metallurgy 40% 

E3 B: Plastics/Composiles 30% 

• C: Ceramics 14% 
o D: Other 16% 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 

Tbe Alumni Assocl.lion In lbe 

Dep.rlmenl of Civil Englneerln. 
enler.d ils fourth year in 1988_ 

It has over 700 mem bers and has 
started an Asian chapter. This year the 
alumni had its annual dinner in August, 
50 members attended. The after dinner 
speaker was the new Dean of Engineer
ing, Professor Peter Darvall. formerly a 
reader in the department and he enjoyed 
the opportunity to meet some of his old 
students. 

The alumni also organised a meet-the
student evening, 

Ten graduates rrom the department 
came along and talked about their 
careers with fourth year students, most 
of whom attended the meeting. 

No starr members were present and 
the students and alumni had a good time 
talking about likely careers and com
paring notes on the staff. 

The alumni were also aggrieved to 
here about the recent illness of one of 
their old lecturers. Norm Sneath. 
Flowers and a supporting card were sent 
to aid his convalescence. 

Dr Bill Yo.... 

been going for two years and bas about 
300 m.mbers oul of a possible 10101 of 
aboul900_ 

So we have to contact the missing 
·ones and get them to join. The first 
graduate of the department (Peter An
nal) is a member and recently the first 
electrical staff member (Jack Phillips) 
joined up. or course, Jack was at the 
very successful Inaugural Dinner in Oc
tober 1987. 

The SMEEA has been slightly dor
mant this year only because the depart
ment has been humming with new ac
tivities and everybody has been very 
busy with new courses and semesterisa
tion starting in 1989. The departure of 
Mrs Bowen (who did a lot of work for 
SMEEA) and my involvemenl with a 
new course on expert systems have slow
ed things down a liule. But I am still 
working on a directory or SMEEA 
members. 
$500,000 from Telecom for I new 
Cb.lr 

Professor Fred Symons has accepted 
the new Chair or Telecommunications 
and Inrormation Engineering to become 
the third professor in the department 
after Professors Lampard and Jarvis . 
This is the first Chair to be endowed by 
Telecom in Australia. Coincidentally. 
Dr Fred Symons came from Telecom 
Research Labs where he was assistant 
director, Strategy Department. 

Fred Symons becomes the director of 
the Centre for Telecommunications and 
Information Engineering which is being 
set up in the department. John Bennett, 
L. Nguyen Binh, Greg Cambrell, Ed 
Cherry, Lucian Gruner, Don Keogh and 
Khee Pang are likely to be part of this 
centre . Some or you far-nung alumni 
might see Fred Symons while he is on an 
overseas tour to meet some Telecom
type people in Europe and the United 
States this month. 
Supen:onductor Research 

The department has received $6(),OOO 
rrom the Electrical Research Board and 
is also working with Materials Engineer
ing and Physics departments on a pro
ject with a grant or S6CX).OOO on a variety 
of aspects or superconductors ror power 
and other applications. Bill Bonwick, 
David Giesner and Michael Conlon 
from the department are involved in this 
work. 
Cenlre for Inl.mg.nl Robollcs 

In December 1987, the Centre for In
telligent Robotics was established with 
Professor Ray Jarvis, below, as director. 
This centre brinas together work on 
robot location, path planning, control. 
vision and tactile sensing. A major ac
tivity of this centre is a part·time 
M.Eng. Sc. course which slarted in 

. March. 	Ray Jarvis, Bill Brown, Clive 
Berger, Julian Byrne, Kishor Dabke, 

Nostalgl••lIa<l<. lox-free andu.... 
Some of the lucky tax-free graduates 

are beginning to become nostalgic. The 
1975 class invited the staff to join in the 
celebration of their first decade in 1985. 
Now the 1968 class are going to get 
together on 25 November to celebrate 
the end of exams two decades ago. The 
organisers are Reg Murray (691 3788 or 
AH 299 2683) and Chi Chan (606 7671 
or AH 4199707). 
Monash Wins TI Nallonal Prize 

Earl Chew from the 1987 class won 
the Austra1ia wide Texas Instruments 
Technology Award 1987 first prize in 
the digital signal processing category for 
his final year project Baseband Digital 
Echo Canceller Tesl Sel. The project 
was supervised by Dr Khee Pang. 

Her. are jusl • few random bytes of 
Inform.llon_ 

Mike Kenyon became the Manager of 
BHP Instruments (a BHP subsidiary) in 
1988 and Henk van Hoek also from th,· 
BHP Melbourne Research Labs moved 
to Newtronics. Graham Holmes is spen
ding a few months or sabbatical in the 
USA While David Wilcox who was on 
stafr has returned ror a few months 
from University College Galway. 

John Millot and Robert Durkacz have 
returned to Monash after more than a 
decade in the outside world. They are 
doing research for a higher degree and 
enjoying cafe food again. Mal Haysom 
from early days of Monash is now in 
greener pastures after working as a pro
fessional officer in the departmenl. He 
teaches electronics at Bendigo CAE. 

Jim Park (assistant director, 
Customer Services and System Branch) 
and Robin Court (technical llIanager, 
Production Development Fund) have 
become senior engineers at Telecom. 

Colin McAn"rew (Ph.D Canada) 
worked with SECV for a rew years bUl 
went back to the US last year. Alan 
Kang and C.B. Soh are with Nanyang 
lnst. of Tech. in Singapore after 
finishing their Ph.Ds at Monash. 

Some more recent graduates also have 
settled in or moved. David Boschma 
moved rrom Machine Dynamics to a 
..,heep shearing project with Merino 
Wool Harvesting Pty. Ltd. Leong Chee 
Foon, Yap Chee Yoong and Rosalind 
Tan rrom the class or 1987 are working 
with Seagate Co. (hard disk drive manu
facturers) in Kuala Lumpur. 

Do you Ihlnk Ihe n ••1 SMEEA dinner 
al Ibe beginning of February 1989 is • 
good id.a? If so pl.... lei me know 
ASAP so I <an starl planniD& for II. 

For information (in or out) about 
members. department, membership and 
news items please contact me: 

Dr K1.hor Dabke, 
E1ec_ and Compuler Sy"ems Eng. 
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ENGINEERING 

Given top rating 


The Faculty of Eugineering at Monash has been praised for its aims and 
objectives in the Williams Committee's Review of the Discipline of 
Engineering. 

Under the chairmanship of the former lives are to some extent visionary. but 
Vice-Chancellor of Sydney University. their credibility is supported by achieve
Professor Sir Bruce Williams, the com ments to date". 
mittee investigated all 25 schools of The committee attributed the 
engineering in Australia, and its three faculty's success to a strong industrial 
volume report was released in July. support for research, which was 

In its review of Monash, the commit reflected in an international level of 
tee said the "faculty's aims and objec- teaching. 

Deanship for Darvall 

Dr Peter LePoer Oarvall, 46, Reader 

in Civil Engineering, was apPointed to 
the deanship of the Faculty of Engineer
ing this year, to succeed Professor Lanee 
Endersbee. 

Professor Darvall came to Monash in 
1970 as lecturer in the department of 
Civil Engineering; in 1974 he was pro
moted to senior lecturer and in 1985 to 
Reader. 

His main area of academic interest, in 
which his expertise is internationally 
acknowledged, lies in reinforced con
crete structures. 

During his career at Monash, Pro
fessor Darvall has been actively involved 
in the policy, planning, politics and 
administration of tertiary education. • Peter Darvall 

riJ 
Endersbee moves 


to top echelon 

Professor Lance Endersbee, above, 

former Dean of Engineering, has been 
appointed Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Special 
Projecls). 

He relinquished the deanship after 12 
years. 

His new responsibilities involve pro
moting the Science Park; working with 
Montech Ply Ltd in marketing uni
versity projects; promoting industry
linked programs within the university; 
establishing links between groups in
volved-in the "Monash Technology Pre
cinct" (an area surrounding the uni
versity which has been designated by the 
State Government as a High Technology 
Precinct) and assisting in the provision 
of student housing. 

Ceramics grant 

Monash has emerged as an important 

player in the national research effort 
into the application of new high tem~ 
perature ceramic: superconductors. 

A project put forward by a con
sortium of the Monash departments of 
Materials Engineering, Physics and 
Electrical Engineering, the CSIRO Divi
sion of Materials Science and Techno
logy, the State Electricity Commission 
of Victoria (SECV) and Olex Cables has 
attracted research funds totalling nearly 
$750.000 including more than $660,000 
from the Federal Government as a 
Generic Industry Research and Develop
ment (GIRD) grant. 

The group proposes to use the new , 
superconductors to build an efficient 
electricity storage device to help stabilise 
power grids. 

Anti-rust centre 

The fight against the nation's $3000 

million problem of corrosion took I 

significant step forward last month with 
the opening of the new Australasiad 
Corrosion Cenlr. (ACC). 

The centre, with a staff of three, occu
pies temporary quarters in the CSIRO 
Division of Materials Science and Tech
nology in Normanby Road, close to the 
university campus. 

Its aim is to educate industry and 
consumers on corrosion prevention 
strategies. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 


I MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 1 
The Mechanical Engineering Alumni 

was formed in 1984 to maintain contact 
between graduates. 

Meetings were held periodically, but 
due to members' work and family 
commitments they were poorly attended 
and achieved little. This year all that has 
changed. 

Jacek "The Slasher" Stecki took the 
helm at the beginning of 1988 and has 
brought about some major changes to 
the style and effectiveness of the associa
tion , promoting exchange between the 
department. current students and 
graduates. 

"Obviously." says Jacek. "there 
should be benefits for everybody involv- . 
ed. We have tried to make meetings 
socially enjoyable as well as providing a 
forum for members to establish personal 
and professional relationships." 

Earlier this year Jacek, Associate Pro
fessor Arthur Williams and Professor 
Bill Melbourne (chairman of the 
department) made a trip to Malaysia 
and Singapore to meet local graduates. 
and were impressed by their willingness 
to participate; some of them travelled 
for up to six hours to attend the dinner 
in Kuala Lumpur. 

Since then, the association has 
adopted the "business lunch" format 
that worked so well during the Asian 
trip. Graduates from different years 

have been brought together and again 
the events seem very successful.The for
mat is to change again to a "cheese and 
wine" affair to be held at the depart
ment (beer should also be available!), 
so that members may refresh their 
memories of the faciHties available at 
Monash while refreshing themselves. 

The department is actively involved in 
research and consulting for industry and 
has state-of-the-art equipment at its 
disposal, employed by recognised ex
perts, who somewhat disguise them
selves as lecturers, in fields such as 
mechanics and vibrations (John Crisp, 
Len Koss. Robin Alfredson. Y.C. Lam. 
Terry Berreen), thermodynamics (Bob 
Gani, Charles Ambrose, Arthur 
Williams), fluid power and control 
systems (Peter Dransfield, Jacek 
Stecki), wind engineering (Bill Mel· 
bourne), machine condition monitoring 
(Joe Mathew, Bruce Kuhnell) and fluid 
mechanics (Jon Hinwood, Deane 
Blackman). 

The other major aspect of the alumni 
association is to foster pride and a sense 
of tradition in the department which was 
rated one of the best engineering depart
ments in Australia by the Williams 
Committee - possibly the number one 
Mechanical Engineering Department in 
the nation. 

"I'm not saying we should enforce an 

, . 
• PartiCipants in the first in a series of graduate business lunches for Mechanical 
Engineering alumni. held in May in the Union's private dining-room. The alumni association 
hopes the lunches will create an opportunity for graduates to "drum up a little business 
during working hours". 

old de network," said Bruce Kuhnell, 
"but it would be nice to have one." The 
better the members feel about the 
department. the better the perceptions 
they will lend to those who are not 
graduates, which will in turn further 
enhance our reputation for producing 
(or perhaps just guiding) geniuses. 

Graduates such as David Williamson. 
the playwright, and John Bertrand, 
skipper of the victorious Australia II. 
serve as testimony to the level of 
students who have studied at 'the 
department' (no connection with 
David's play). 

Only time will tell how effective the 
Monash Mechanical Engineering Alum

ni Association will become, and grad
uates are encouraged to speak to those 
actively involved at present. 

The department is "giving full sup
port". according to Professor Mel
bourne, and ex-chairman Professor 
John CrisP. who are very keen to main
tain the department's associations with 
the best and most entrepreneurial 
engineers in Australia. 

The cheese and wine function to be 
held on November 25 is to introduce 
new members to the Association, and to 
other members. Please contact Jacek 
Stecki on 565 3523 if you have any 
queries. If not, see you there. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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MEDICINE 

Victoria takes lead 


A retired Monash academic saw years of hard work and planning 
completed this year with the opening of the new Coronial Services Centre of 
Victoria. 

Vernon Plueckhahn, former Associ there is a cadre of forensic pathologists 
ate Professor in Pathology and dedicated to providing a comprehensive. 
Immunology, and now Honorary Pro high quality service to the Coroner, the 
fessor in Forensic Pathology. was in courts and the people of Victoria." 
volved "from day oneH in a joint Professor Cordner, whose back
Monash-State Government project to ground includes a lectureship in forensic 
establish coronia I services of world stan medicine at Guy's Hospital Medical 
dard in Victoria. School, London, oversaw the final 

Last year, Professor Stephen Cordner stages of planning and construction of 
was appointed [0 the foundation Chair the new centre, built on a 1.4 hectare site 
of Forensic Medicine at Monash, an in South Melbourne. 
appointment which also made him the It was opened jointly by the Premier, 
director of the newly-formed Victorian Mr Cain, and the Attorney-General. Mr 
Institute of Forensic Pathology. Andrew McCutcheon in July. 

He attributes the advent of the in The 14.000 square feet building 
stitute to the effof(s of Professor houses the State Coroner's Office and 
Plueckhahn and the Dean of Medicine the Victorian Institute of Pathology. 
at Monash, Professor Graeme Scho "In one step, Victoria has moved 
field. from 20 years behind to 20 years ahead 

"Until May last year, forensic patho of the rest of Australia," Professor 
logy services in metropolitan Melbourne Cordner said. 
were provided on an ad hoc basis," he "The institute and its new quarters 
said. represent a major development in foren

"Now, for the first time in Australia. sic pathology around the world ." 

Drugs: poor at risk 

A survey of 80 Melbourne pharmacies ment areas as ranked on the basis of an 

by staff and students of the Monasb index devised by Dr Ken Ross of Deakin 
Department of Social and Preventive University. 
Medicine has found demand for needles The co-ordinator of the project. Dr 
and syringes by suspected drug users is John Powles, said the results of the 
significantly higher In poorer areas. survey seemed to be clear evidence 

against the idea that intravenous drug The survey, conducted by staff and 
use in Melbourne was a middle-classstudents of the department of Social and 
phenomenon.Preventive Medicine, was aimed at 

Victorian pharmacists were urged by monitoring the role of pharmacists in 
the National AIDS Task Force inhelping to prevent the spread of AIDS 
Septem ber 1986 to consider sellingamong intravenous drug users. 
needles and syringes in accordance with 

It show.ed that demand was clearly a policy recently adopted by the 
highest in Melbourne's northern and Pharmaceutical Society of Australia. 
western suburbs. The idea was to try to minimise the 

It also found a 20 times better than spread of AIDS among intravenous 
normal chance that a pharmacy in the drug users through sharing of needles. 
top third as regards demand for needles Nearly half the pharmacists surveyed 
and syringes, would be located in the said they were wining to sell needles or 
least privileged third of local govem- syringes to drug users. 

Green light for stage two 
The State Government has given the . consulting clinics. research laboratories 

go-abead for development of the second and other support activities. 
stage of the Monash Medical centre at Some existing services will move to 
an estimated cost of about $167 million. the new areas, allowing the expansion of 

Stage Two will see 164 additional beds other existing facilities such as kitchens. 
at the Clayton campus (taking the total pharmacy, radiology and operating 
to 600), upgrading of facilities at the theatres. 
Moorabbin campus and the eSlablish- The coronary and intensive care units 
ment of 100 new private beds adjacent will also get 12 extra beds. 
to but separate from the Clayton 
campus. 

The development will add the special
ty services of the Prince Henry's 
Hospital campus to those relocated to 
Clayton from the Queen Victoria 
Medical Centre. 

A new five-storey ward block and a 
four-storey research block will be built 
in the south-eastern corner of the ex
isting complex. These will house 152 
beds, including the renal unit, specialist 

• The new Coronial Services Centre in South Melbourne. 

NEWS ROUND-UP 

A Monash biochemist has shown that activity of a sensory system, located in 

rheumatoid arthritis is associated with the bill of the platypus, which responds 
auto-immunity, where the immune to electricity in the environment. 
system turns agains' the body itself. 

Dr MerriJ Rowley, who returned to * 
research only five years ago after a * * 

The Centre for Human Bioethics is12-year break to raise a family. detected 
establishing a Master of Bioethicshigh levels of antibodies to the common 
course, the first of its kind in Australia_ structural protein collagen in the joint 

From the beginning of 1989, up to 40fluid of arthritis sufferers - a sign that 
students a year - health care profesthe immune system has attacked the 
sionals, educators and qualified interfabric of the joints. 
ested laypeople - may enrol part-time While the work did not determine the 
for a Master of Bioethics degree bycause of rheumatoid arthritis, it 
thesis byconfirms a 20-year-old suspicion that alone. or coursc.work and 
minor thesis. auto-immunity may playa role in the 

The course represents an imponamdisease. 
move into teaching for the centre which, 

since its establishment in 1981, has
* * * rapidly become one of the most influ


In January, Monash entered into an ential research institutes in the world. 
agreement to establish a clinical school The coursework units will consist of 
at Box Hill Hospital, expanding the two compulsory subjects - Ethics and 
university's facilities for teaching Legal Issues in Bioethics - and two 
obstetrics and gynaecology, paediatrics, elective subjects from a group which will 
medicine, surgery, community medkine include Ethical Issues in Life and Death, 
and social and preventive medicine. Issues in Reproductive Technology, 

Heahh Economics and the Allocation of* Medical Resources, and History and 
research * in *MicrobiololYA team Philosophy of the Health Care System. 

believe. It Is ..ell on tbe way to develop Many of the elective units will be 
ing an effective vaccine against 'he taught by guest lecturers from depart
world's most common bacterial infec ments such as philosophy, law, econo
tion, gonorrhea. mics and community medicine. 

At present gonorrhea is easy to treat 
with antibiotics, but more and more 
resistant strains are appearing. so a * *The Monash Department * of Medicine 
vaccine could become very important. and the Prince Henry's Department of 

Leader of the research team, Dr John Medical Pbysics have established a body 
Davies, said: "People don't realise composition laboratory at the Prince 
gonorrhea can cause such a spectrum of Henry's campus of the Monash Medical 
other diseases and problems, so it Centre. 

doesn't command the respect it The unit wil1 be the most comprehen

should. " sive of its type in Australia and the first 


Dr Davies thinks it is likely to be more to be located in a hospital. Already it 
than a year until any vaccine is has been equipped to measure protein
developed to the stage where it can begin levels in patients, and there plansare 
to be tested. also to measure body water and 

potassium. 
Professor Mark Wahlqvist of Medi* * * A research team in Physiology created cine, a world authority on human nutri

headlines around the world when it an· tion, said that one of his most important 
nounced cODfirmation of. sixth sense in objectives when he came to Prince 
the plalypus. Henry's was to sel up a human nutrition 

The group - led by Dr Uwe Proske unit which would be recognised as a 
and including Emeritus Professor Ar centre of excellence for the measurement 
chie McIntyre - monitored directly the of body composition. 
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'Awful' beginner 

takes the prize 


What else is 

there but 


Kalumburu? 

David Maraltadj ("Ngun"), 31, right, 
is a first-year Science student in the 
Monash Orientation Scheme for 
Aborigines (MOSA). He came to 
MonISh from Kalumburu in the 
northern tip of Western Australia. 

Student viewpoint 

One day walking pass the office 

I walked in and found a slip of paper. 


Wrote my name and address 
It was mailed and gone 
Got my answer within two weeks, said I was accepted. 

Went for my interview and flew back home 

I was overjoyed when I learnt I was accepted. 


As far as education go 

I think the teachers are great. 


But the accepting is most welcoming by Ihe Director of MOSA 

There are Koori like myself 

Which make it more important 


You have to say this to yourself 

" If there's a way, there's a will" , 


" If you can't beal them 

Make sure we're buggared from trying". 


It 's to teach us new things 

And make respect of me to be a man. 


KALUMBURU 
With palm trees on the road 
Walk towards the mission, see the lovely faces of the b'ackfellas, 
The blue stream side of the mission 
The King Edward sound 
lis outlet runs seven miles to where the salt and the fresh meet 
Where barramundi bound 
And we sri, wait for the day. 

Well , I love Kalumburu 
For its richness in soil 
For its atmosphere 
For its surrounds 
I love Kalumburu for its gorges and beaches 
And during the rain when the rain finishes 
And the blossoms come 
And the sweet scent of the flowers are sent over the miSSion. 

When we have the north west winds 

We smell the scent of the seas at the evening 

when It's nice and cool. 


And for the wild life in Kalumburu 

Go by the mile and its Kangaroo. birds and lizards, 

For bush honey and bush yams, 

For drawings In caves. 


What else is there 
NgunBul Kalumburu. 

If II first you dOD'1 .......... try four 
more times - 01 ...... 

Thal's the dictum of mother-of-four. 
poet. and double·honors-in-English
and-Classic:s student Lynette Wilson 
(lefl) whose fifth entry hIS just won the 
MonISh Poetry prize for 1988. 

Ms Wilson doesn' t believe she should 
have won the prize earlier. 

"My poetry WIS awful in the begin
ning." she said. "It got better but was 
unintelligible. 

"Last year was my transmission year 
when I decided that the important thing 
WIS to transmit my thoughts clearly and 
in poeti~ ~orm . " 

Her poem Women and Weaving 
evolved from her classical studies and a 
visit to her mother's for lunch. 

She said she had translated 38 Hel
lenic poems by women, most of them 

epigrams. From them she retained an 
image of a woman CTYiIll over the death 
of a friend and of Greek women weav
ing, a constant occupation. 

At lunch with her mother and plSSing 
the playgrounds of her childhood she 
had a sense of deja vu. "I put it all 
together - and it worked," she said. 

Ms Wilson is an enthusiastic member 
of Monash's Monday poets' workshop. 
attended by up to IS students and poets 
from the community. 

She hIS also been editor of Poetry 
Monash for a year, and edited for Medal 
Poets Small Clay Birds - a selection of 
the work of Anne Elder. 

Ms Wilson said she was thrilled to win 
the Monash Poetry 1988 prize. It was 
valued at $1 SO "and that takes my earn
ings to $190," she said. 

Her ambition now is "to write better 
poetry - and to publish". 

This poem, bUy Ms Lynette Wilson, won the Monash University Prize for 
Poetry - 1988. (See story.) Ms Wilson is the editor of Poetry Monash, a 
magazine published three times a year by the English depanment. Contributions 
from students, staff, alumni and others are welcome. They can be sent to Ms 
Wilson, 33 Switchback Road, Chirnside Park, 3116. 

Women and Weaving 
A woman 
unheroic, Hellenistic 
cloistered 
sits sitently, deep inside 
homespun walls made of 
weaving and wails. comptiance 
to imperatives and men. 
Tearing her mind with sharp thoughts 
she frets out a grave inscription 
for a friend 
one who death claimed just before 
a marriage veil screened her bright eyes, 
and muffled the squeals and laughter 
they shared, before 
new apple-fresh fingers could loop tighly 
round her heart. 
Feeling the moist fragrant palms 
of a baby son close gleefully over 
my eyes, I think of her. 
Yesterday I walked 
wHhln touch of my schoolyard 
to hear shouts stili ringing 
whispers of older contests and untons 
bouncing off the playground. 
These sounds danced around me, slipping 
in then out of the warp 
and weft of time 
and I knew some motifs are woven 
unravelled. then reworked ... 

Embroidered wedding days framed by 
golden pageants and silky tassels, 
children's cries threading pale nights, 
plush tapestry quilted with good smeils 
and shining prkie, 
grey shawls knitted loosely 
and a well laic:k»ut tomb where 
fearfully cold winds nip at 
living bones. poke holes 
in a tear-pocked stony shroud. 

So I sit here, translating, obedient 
to a pattern, a labyrinthine order 
I can sense, but not see 
intertwining another thread. 

Lynette Wilson 

Grand concert for RBH 

Hear all your musical favorites In A Adelines. the Eltham Concen Band, 

Grand Concert presenled at Robert soprano Glowden Mercer, baritone 
Blackwood Han on November 27 by Clive Hearne, and pianist Celia Rowley. 
SeavIew House Tbeatre Productions. The concert begins at 2 pm. Tickets 

For the Love 0/ MUSic, directed and are 512 (adults), SIO (pensioners and 
produced by Keith Knapp, will present students). Family tickets are available at 
music from Romberg to Offenbach, 535 (two adults and two children under 
Hammerstein to Andrew Lloyd Webber. 12). Bookings are essential and can be 

It will be compered by Maurice Katz, made by phoning 578 4890, 563 8334, or 
with conductor Maestro Ern Shade aad Robert Blackwood Han Box Office, 
performers including The Sweet 544 5448. 
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Full-scale assault on Australia's self-image 

IN REVIEW 


Big-noting: The Heroic Theme in Australian War Writing 
by Robin Gerster 


Melbourne University Press, RAP $34.95 


sacrifice, they could claim to have their 
manhood verified by .he test of war. >t 

Similarly, whilst Gerster praises 
Barney Roberts for his anti-patriotic 
sentiments, the book is, in every sense of 
the word, patriotic: the outstanding pro
ficiency of the Australians as Warriors is 
accepted as a sine qua non. and the text 
is studded with breathless references to 
the "kudos" they won the world over. 

Thus Gerster has carried out a crucial 
literary and cultural service in identify
ing, analysing and demythologising the 
Ubig-noting" which characterised the 
majority of the Australian war literature 
of the first and second World Wars_ 
That his own book bears only the 
faintest traces of the selfsame process 
should be taken both as a measure of the 
potency of the myths which he has so 
successfully exposed, and an indication 
of the maturity and 'robust nationalism' 
of which this book is so handsomely 
representative. 

Big-no/ing is a required text for 
anybody interested in war literature, a 
stimulating and diverting book for the 
general reader, and a cultural history of 
the first importance. 

Kevin Fos.er 

A nervous and 

loveless existence 


IN REVIEW 

An Historical Geography of Modern Australia 

by Joe Powell 

Cambridge University Press (RRP $39.95) 


Anyone interested in the 

Joe Powell concludes this 400-page 
suney by calling it a "short narrative" • 

This immensely detailed work is 
neither brief nor is it written in a narra
tive form. In place of an even and 
orderly narrative, Powell emphasises 
different places at different times; he 
isolates state-directed schemes which 
altered the face of Australia (for 
example the Soldier Settlement Schemes 
between 1915 and 1929), and he con
stantly draws away from a straight
forward narrative to question the 
environmental perspectives of European 
Australians. 

All of us, according to Powell, are 
"nervous fringe dwellers" on this con· 
tinent; we share no harmony with the 
land and continually act with "too little contours of our contemporary Austra
love of place". lian environment must welcome this 

The way Australians have treated brave approach. 
their environment over the last 100 years All too often, in history and in his
bears ample proof of this nervous and torical geography, someone sets out to 
loveless existence. But alongside the explain the contemporary appearance of 
immense programs of exploitation, the Australian landscape, only to put 
Powell is able to point to the occasional down pen(s) and protraClor(s) on reach
success of other values. ing the 1950._

He traces the antecedents of .oday's Powell works his way through the 
conservation movement and gives us a complexities of environmental change in 
detailed summary of the turning point post-war Australia_ One could fault his 
for environmentalism - the successful approach here, in writing about the 
challenge to the destruction of the Little changing ethnic composition of the Aus
Desert area in Victoria. tralian population yet never really telling 

One of the strengths of the book lies us about the settlement patterns of
in the ease with which Powell moves different ethnic groups. 
from broad propositions to carefully· There is next-to-nothing about the
examined case studies. All of these are impact of the motor car or the changing 
generously illustrated with maps and face of Australian cities and towns. His 
tables, most of them elear and easily discussion of Australian industry is
interpreted. essentially about mining and forestry; 

More importantly, though, the book the book tells us little about modern 
has two central strengths. It is deliber manufacturing.
ately focused on the 20th century. While Still, Powell's deliberate emphasis on 
Powell ostensibly begins in the 1880s, he the post-war era makes a valuable sum
moves Quickly to the period between mary of some significant changes,
1914 and 1950_ Fully one half of the 
book considers Australia since 1950_ • Continued oppostte 

Robin Gerster's Big-no/ing: The 
Heroic Theme in AuslraliDn War 
Writing, published earlier Ihis year by 
Melbourne University Press, is a con'ro
versial, compelling and willy book as 
likely to enraae as engage .he reader. 

Meticulously researched and deftly 
handled, the book - as the dust jacket 
informs us - sets out to "challenge the 
assumptions, biases and prejudices that 
have shaped" the "literary packaging" 
of the 'Digger' in the literature of two 
World Wars, as well as the Korean and 
Vietnam conflicts. 

This undertaking puts him on a colli
sion course with some of the most sacred 
shibboleths of the Australian self·image 
which in the ensuing encounter are sen· 
sitively and respectfully evaluated, 
before being systematically discounted. 

It is a task bound to generate hostility 
from those individuals and social groups 
who cling to an outmoded perception of 
'Australian-ness' . Yet as Gerster points 
out, the re·evaluation and re·shaping of 
this self·image in the war literature of 
the past 75 years has been a crucial stage 
in the movements towards "an enduring 
and robust Australian nationalism" . 

Gerster notes that: "Australian prose 
of the Great War was based on one 
fundamental premise: that Australians 
excel, even revel in battle". The mythic 
accounts of the Anzacs' exploits at 
Gallipoli where, according to the 
English poet John Masefield, they 
"walked and looked like Kings in old 
poems", led to the emergence of what 
Gerster refers to as "the familiar cate· 
chism of war heroism". The image of 
the tall , lean, sun-bronzed 'Digger', 
fearlessly charging into the fray, pursu· 
ing an apparently natural instinct for 
'deeds of valor', became frozen into a 
stylised posture against which all sub
sequent renditions of Australian man· 
hood were measured - to the latter's in
evitable detriment. 

The Anzac, a larrikin bushman in 
khaki, and one of the focal points of the 
national identity, presides over the book 
like an omnipresent deity. Yet as Ger
ster, the ironic iconoclast, points out, he 
is no more than an idol, a false God, the 

~.' /:v 

• "Trooper Bluegum at the Dardanelle.: 
Lieutenant Oliver Hogue posJng outside his 
dugouc on GaJli~i. t9tS" 

invention of "propaganda hacks, mis· 
guided ego-trippers, self-styled modern 
Homers" desperate for a favorable na
tional symbol to mark Australia'S ar· 
rival on the world scene. 

In their urgency to promote the 'Dig
ger' - and the Great South Land which 
he represented - the publicists ill-served 
the genuine heroism of the courageous 
men who fought at Gallipoli and on the 
Western Front, by absurdly overstating 
their attributes and accomplishments. 
turning brave soldiers into pathetic car· 
toon characters. Witness the account of 
R_Hugh Knyvett: 

one of our men, who was champion wood· 
chopper of Australia before the war ... 
drove his bayonet throuah a German and 
six inches into a hardwood beam, and as he 
could not withdraw it had to unship it, 
leaving a German stuck up there as a 
souvenir of his visit ... these Fritze5 must 
have thought us a race of Samsons. 

t- 

Indeed. Gerster notes how Australian 
literature of the Great War and beyond 
enshrines - and perpetuates - a 
paradox which lies at the very heart of 
'the cultural cringe', in that whilst their 
"involvement in the Great War . .. 
thrust isolated Australians onto the 
world's stage, the effect of this broaden· 
ing of the national experience was to 
confirm the culture's essential insul· 
arity." 

The perennial reverence for, and loud 
celebration of, the towering figure of the 
bronzed and brutal Anzac, according to 
Gerster, symbolises a crippling cultural 
insecurity in that it reflects an inability 
to break away from a self-image defined 
along the most primitive - and ex-
elusively masculine - lines. Cultural 
definition easily slips into cultural hege

. mony, and Gerster has performed an 
invaluable service by isolating, identify
ing and demythologising the process and 
its protagonists. 

However. one of the more fascinating 
elements of this highly readable and 
entertaining book is that. on occasion, it 
shows itself to be susceptible to the very 
myths and literary practices which it 
subjects to such a radical and revealing 
critique. For example, having derided 
the narrow concept of masculinity which 
the Anzac myth enshrined. seeing in it a 
reflection of the nation's cultural 
adolescence, Gerster then defends the 
writers of 'prisoner·of-war' literature 
for their successful adherence to these 
very values: "Survival. indeed, is the 
key to our recognition of the character 
and courage of the prisoneroOf-war_ By 
any standards of service and self
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Finding skeletons in the 

Boyd family closet 


Martin Boyd: A Life by Brenda Niall has just been published by Melbourne 
University Press (RP 539.95). Dr Niall, senior lecturer in English, is the author of 
two other books, Seven lillie Billabongs: The World of Ethel Turner and Mary 
Grant Bruce (1979), and Australia Through the Looking-Glass: Children's 
Fiction 1830-1980 (1984). She spent five years working on the biography of Boyd, 
the novelist member of Australia's most famous family of artists. 

In • ""0"" I .....n .1 Ibe eod; 1 reid 
nrst Ibe diaries Boyd kepI 10 the nul 
yeors of bls Ufe, so tbll before 1 knew 
much .boul bls euly yHrs 1 bid In Im
.ae of lbe old min dyln& In Rome In 
1972. 

Then I went back to the beginning; his 
childhood in Melbourne before World 
War One, London in the 19205, Cam
bridge, a return to Australia in 1948 and 
so through to 1972 again and the pen
sione in Rome. 

I interviewed about 80 people who 
knew Boyd at various stages of his life. 
beginning with his sister I Mrs Helen 
a'Beckett Read, and his nephews the 
painters, Arthur and David Boyd, and 
the sculptor, Guy Boyd. As well as the 
family there were friends in London. 
Cambridge, Sussex and Rome, and here 
in Melbourne. 

The interviews were only part of the 
research for the biography. Boyd's 
novels - which include Lucinda 
Brayford and the Longton series - were 
based largely on the history of his family 
in 19th century Melbourne. Thus, it was 
important to see how he had used his 
sources. To disentangle the myths from 
the documented events was interesting in 

itself: it was also a way of understanding 
Boyd. 

One of the discoveries made in the 
course of writing the biography was the 
hitherto unknown story of John Mills, a 
convict who served his seven years in 
Van Diemen's Land, and then made a 
quick fortune as the founder of the 
Melbourne Brewery in the 1830s. His 
only child, Emma, made a runaway 
marriage with the son of Sir William 
a'Beckett, the Chief Justice of Victoria. 

The brewery in Flinders Lane. and 
other city property bought at Mel
bourne's first land sales in 1837 brought 
Emma a very large fortune; and as a 
beautiful and well-educated young 
woman, she was welcomed to the 
a'Becketts. The fact that she was a con
vict's daughter was a well-kept secret. 

None of the present-day Boyds had 
ever heard the story of their great-great
grandfather Mills. Most of them 
thought the brewery was the family 
skeleton: it was "trade" in a family of 
genny, and therefore not mentioned in 
the family in the nineteenth century. 

As well as Chief Justice a'Beckett and 
the convict Mills, Martin Boyd's im
mediate forebears included Captain 

• From left: Merrie, Martin and Penleigh Boyd, Sandringham, C.1898. 

John Boyd, ADC to the Governor of 
Victoria in the 18505, and Dr Robert 
Martin, a pastoralist who owned the 
Viewbank and Banyule estates in 
Heidelberg. 

It took two months 10 read Emma 
a'Beckett's diaries. in their small 
cramped handwriting. with faded ink 
and many crossings-out. Emma made 
daily entries from the time of her mar
riage in 1855 until 1906. The late diaries 
describe Martin Boyd and his brothers 
as small children. They are a wonderful 
source of insight into Melbourne life 
and European travel in the 19th century. 

As well as the public records - cer
tificates of births, marriages and deaths, 
wills, shipping lists, convict records 
which were consulted, I was given access 
to many private papers. Six sets of 
diaries - including those of Martin 
Boyd himself - have contributed to the 
biography. 

The oral history was as important as 
the public records. Individual voices 
most of them on tape - make the public 
records intelligible; they come alive as 
people talk about their memories. Some 
of the people interviewed were 
naturally after so many years - vague 
about dates and details . What they gave 
was the sense of personality a biography 
needs. 

Most of those interviewed were happy 
to have their memories recorded on 

• Martin Boyd in Rome, 1972 . 

tape. One of them - Joan Lindsay 
(author of Picnic at Hanging Rock) who 
was Martin Boyd's cousin and close 
friend - put a cushion on top of the 
tape recorder , so that she would not be 
conscious of its presence. That interview 
sounds rather muffled . 

Biography takes time. It can be very 
expensive - especially if the subject has 
been an expatriate as Boyd was. In 1985 
I went to England and Italy, where I 
talked to some of the expatriate 
members of the Boyd family, including 
Mary Boyd, now the wife of Sir Sidney 
Nolan, who lives in a remote part of 
Wales. I had already visited the painter 
Arthur Boyd at his Shoalhaven retreat in 
New South Wales and his brother David 
Boyd at Wentworth Falls. 

The sculptor Guy Boyd and his wife 
Phyllis were especially helpful. Their 
house in Sandringham, Victoria, once 
belonged to Martin Boyd's parents, the 
painters Arthur Merrie and Emma Min
nie Boyd; it is full of family paintings, 
photographs and memorabilia. 

Guy Boyd, as literary executor of the 
Martin Boyd estate. authorised the bio
graphy and read it in final form not long 
before his death in April 1988. He was 
immensely interested and co-operative 
- and he left me free to write the work 
in my own way. 

The interviews were wide-ranging. A 
93-year-old woman in Melbourne who 
had worked in the same architect'S of
fice as Martin Boyd in 1913-15 
remembered his reaction to the news of 
Gallipoli when some of his friends were 
killed. After that he felt he had to 
volunteer. The pacifist beliefs which are 
central to his novels come from his ex
perience in the trenches in France in 
1916. 

Members of the Boyd family opened 
up their photograph albums - some of 
them dating back to the 18605 - so that 
the biography is generously illustrated. 
It gives a record of life in early Mel
bourne through four generations of this 
remarkable family as well as a study of a 
complex personality and a very gifted 
novelist. 

My work on the biography was made 
possible by research and travel grants 
from the Australian Research Grants 
Committee in four successive years, 
1984-7.1 also had a travel granl from the 
Lilerature Board of the Australia 
Council. 

The Monash Department of English 
has a suong interest in biography. 
Malcolm Fraser by Dr Philip Ayres ap
peared in 1987. Dr Harold Love is soon 
to publish a life of Dr James Neild, a 
notable Melbourne personalit~ of the 
lare nineteenth century in literary and 
medical circles. Professor Clive Probyn 
has almost completed a biography of 
James Harris, a key figure in eighteenth 
century English literary life. 

Now, with my Martin Boyd files 
packed away and the biography in the 
bookshops I am thinking about the next 
project; almost certainly it will be 
another biography. 

IIreada NlnU 
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• From page 20 charge of soldier settlement schemes. 
amongst them the connicts between This is as much an intellectual as an 
miners and conservationists. environmental history . We can read this 

The second, and more innovative, book and observe the changing face of 
strength of the book is to be found in the Australian landscape. More signifi
Powell's stress on the theories by which cantly, we see behind the masks worn by 
Auslralians have tried to reshape their irrigation experts, CSIRO scientists and 
environment: Right through the 20th . land managers. 
century. state and federal governments 
have launched grandiose plans for 
managing or exploiting the 
environment. 

These ranged from gigantic irrigalion 
projects. making deserts bloom in the 
short run and ultimately destroying vast 
areas of farmland, to abortive attempts 
to decentralise metropolitan popula
tions. 

Powell draws our attention to these 
schemes and to the scientific work of the 
CSIRO, the ideals of today's "greenies" 
and the 19205 rhetoric of the "Australia 
Unlimited" visionaries. 

In large part, Powell's concern is with 
ideas about the environment; with 
theories of environmental science, 
dreams of mining magnates and visions 
(such as they were) of the bureaucrats in 
MONASH REPORTER 

We can glimpse the motives behind 
the actions which have made modern 
Ausualia. Not that these make such a 
pretty sight. After reading about one 
after another grandiose failure in 
environmental management, it is no 
wonder that Powell sees us all as 
nervous fringe dwellers. 

And yet the book has little to say 
about the fringes in which we dwell. 
PoweJl's real interest is in non-urban 
Australia. The cities reany only attract 
attention when . someone tries to plan 
and order them. 

So Powell writes about the origins of 
the Australian town planning and the 
" Oarden City" movement - from 
which we gained the unique Fishermen's 
Bend housing estate. 

Post-war Melbourne appears in one 

series of maps which simply show the 
inadequacies of the MMBW's attempts 
at controlling urban growth. 

The appearance and significance of 
our sprawling suburbs are never investi
gated. 

Powell is interested in changes 
brought by modern miners and 
foresters . He has less interest in urban 
change or in modern communications. 

Yet surely the expanding city and its 
instruments, the motor car, the com
puter and electronic communication 
have re-shaped large parts of the Austra
lian environment. 

Despite Powell's silence on urban life, 
this is a fine book. It deals effectively 
with broad issues and illustrates these by 
way of useful case studies. 

It takes up the difficult task of 
explaining recent environmental change. 

It is at the same time a history of 
ideas. And moreover it is written with an 
eye to contemporary debates about our 
place in (he environment. It is a book 
for anyone concerned about the future 
as much as the past. 

Chris McCo••i11e 
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Fund in memory of Joseph Gioscio 

Joseph Glosdo, leclurer in Il8lian 01 Monash, died on 20 Seplember 

1988. 
Born in Calvello. Italy, in 1953. Joe 

moved to Australia with his family in 
1962. 

He compleled all of his secondary 
education at Newlands High School 
(Coburg), gaining the Victorian HSC in 
1971 with five "A" grade results and 
Special Distinclions in English Expres· 
sion and for General Excellence. 

He studied with great distinction at 
the University of Melbourne, graduating 

in 1975 with First Class Honors in 
Italian and French. 

After graduating he was awarded a 
French Government Scholarship to 
study at Strasbourg University. where he 
gained First Class Honors in Com~ 
parative Romance Linguistics (J977). 

His Ihesis, II dialello lucano di 
CalveI/o, was published as a book in 
1985 by Franz Steiner (Stuttgart, West 
Germany). Afler further studies in 

Nations look to future 

Dr Ross Mouer, senior lecturer in the 

departmenf of Japanese Studies. was 
recently invited 10 give a public lecture 
at an international symposium in Tokyo 
on Cultural Changes in the Period 0/ 
Trans/ormation in the Capitalist World 
System. 

The symposium was one of a number 
of activities organised this year by 
HitOlSubashi University to com
memorate the university·s founding 100 
years ago. 

II broughl logelher scholars from 
eight nations to discuss future directions 
in which advanced societies might be 
moving as a result of the present re
structuring of the world system. 

In his lecture, Dr Mouer said many 
nations on the Asian rim of the Pacific 
area were increasingly worried about 
their international economic competi
tiveness. 

He asked participants lO consider the 
possible consequences for standards of 
living which might now from 'exces· 
sively' mobilising labor forces in the ad· 
vanced industrialised nations. 

He directed attention to the Japan 
model for industrial relations and to the 
paradox of Japan having Ihe world's lOP 
GNP per capila while having a much 
lower standard of living. 

Dr Mouer said that the narrow focus 
on international competitiveness and 
higher levels of GNP in many new 
developmental states "had resulted in 
some crucial components of the stan· 
dard of living being overlooked" . 

Such components included "the 
security which flows from having certain 
guaranteed minimums (in terms of 
social welfare and social overhead 
capital) and the freedom of choice in 
both labor and consumer goods 
markets" . 

"Although increments in Japan's 
GNP were reflected in steady improve-

AIDS research 

We are engaged in a project, sup.. 

ported by Ibe Victorian Heallb Promo
tion Foundation, to (ompile a compre
hensIve rexlsler of all epIdemIologIcal, 
social and behavioral resear(h currently 
being carried out in Victoria in lhe areas 
of STDs and AIDS. 

Our ultimate goal is to identify 
specific research needs and make recom
mendations concerning priorities for 
funding. 

If you are engaged in research into 
epidemiological, social or behavioral 
aspeclS of STDs and/or AIDS we would 
like to hear from you urgently. 

Dr Sandy Gifford (5202645) (Social 
and Preventive Medicine, Monash). 

Dr Meredilh Temple-Smilh (344 7952) 
(Community Medicine, University of 
Melbourne). 

Priscilla Pyell (565 2970) (Anlhro
pology and Sociology, Monash). 

ments to the standard of living in the 
early stages of high economic growth 
during Ihe 1950s, 1960s and early 1970s, 
after a certain point further economic 
development can be seen as providing 
Japanese with decreasing returns to their 
standards of living," he said. 

Inter-city 
rivalry ends 

in a draw 
The age-old battle for supremacy bet

ween Melbourne and SydDey .ppears to 
be over - with bolh cilles ..innina. 

That's the opinion of Monash geo
grapher Dr Kevin O'Connor who, 
together with Dr Chris Maher and 
research assistant Sandra Beard, has just 
compiled Monitoring Melbourne, 1988, 
the first city performance report in Aus
tralia. 

Dr O'Connor says that data accum
ulated for the report compared with 
similar data for Sydney clearly shows 
the two cities are becoming more 
specialised and different from each 
other. 

"Sydney has won Ihe fighl 10 become 
Australia's international finance centre 
and headquarters of the media, but Mel
bourne dominates research and develop
ment and the manufacturing and trans
port industries," he said. 

Moniloring Melbourne, /988 presents 
in graphical form with a minimum of 
text . a series of key indicators which. 
taken together, provide a snapshot of 
the metropolitan area's economic health 
and progress. 

The idea is (0 create a database which 
can be used to analyse Government 
policy and allow people 10 ask more 
intelligent questions about where the 
city is going. 

Monitoring M"bourn~. 1968 Is 
available from the departme.t of Ge0
graphy and EnvIronmental Sciell<e II 
$5S • copy. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
Marlin No 10. 1988 

Contents include a translation by 
Marlene Buechele (Monash Library 
staft) of a German pamphlel of 
letters written by early settlers in 
NSW 10 Iheir family and friends in 
Germany. 

Margin is published three times a 
year by Ihe Department of English, 
Monash University. Subscription $5, 
post free. 

* * * Journal 0/ Intercultural Studies 

Vol 9, No I, 1988 


Published Iwice yearly by Ihe 
Centre for Migrant and Intercultural 
Studies, Monash University. Yearly 
subscription: $21 individuals. $30 
institutions. Single copies $12 each. 

linguistics, Joe returned to Australia in 
1978 and look a Diploma in Educalion 
in 1979. 

His first university appointment was 
at Griffith University, Brisbane and he 
taught for six years at James Cook 
University, before his appointment in 
J986 as lecturer in charge of Italian at 
Monash. 

His task was to introduce and develop 
Italian - for the subject had not 
previously been taught at the university. 

In less than two years, Joe succeeded 
in establishing a thriving Italian Section, 
with a distinctive "modern" orienta
tion, and in laying the foundations for 
its future growth. 

He was immensely appreciated and 
respected by his colleagues for his 
commitment to academic excellence. his 
devotion as a teacher. his superlative ad
ministrative skills, his good humor. his 
good sense, his personal warmth and his 
courage in the face of illness. 

His friends will miss him very much. 
Jpe was totally committed to the 

development of Italian studies and there 
is nothing he would have liked more 
than to see Italian studies at Monash 
grow and prosper. 

A fund in Joe's name is therefore be
ing established with the probable aim of 
awarding an annual scholarship or 
prize. 

All financial contributions will be 
greally apprecialed. They should be 
made payable to Monash University and 
addressed 10 Ihe Josepb Gioscio Italian 
Sludles Fund, c/o Deparlmenl of 
Romance Languages, Monash Universi
Iy, Clayton, 3168. 

- Brian Nelson 

• Professor Rtchard McDermott on his 
way to lace Melbourne lawyers Dennis 
Donoghue and Ross Stevenson. pre
senlers of 3RRR's legal current affairs 
rad;o program Lawyers, Guns and 
Money. Professor McDermott. Adjunct 
Professor of Corporate Finance Law at 
New Vork University Law School. and 
partner in Ihe New Vork legal firm of 
Walter, Conston, Alexander and Green, 
spent several weeks at Monash as guest 
of Paul latimer in Ihe Departmenl of 
Accounting and Finance. 

Kasperle brings chaos 


• Barbara Calion as Hecuba . 

Powerful play 

draws hearty 


response 

The Classical Sludles presentation of 

Seneca's Trojan Women aUracted 
small, but appreciative audiences for its 
six performances at the Alexander 
Thealre. 

Even if it had played to an empty 
house, Tony Boyle, a senior lecturer in 
classical studies, would still have had a 
measure of satisfaction. 

Mr Boyle translated the Seneca 
tragedy while he was a visiting professor 
at the University of Southern CaJifornia 
for four months earlier this year. And in 
his opinion the Monash performance 
did ample justice to the translation. 

He said that Trojan Women was a 
powerful play calling for a large stage 
and big performances. The production 
handled superbly the tension between 
the play's surface aesthetic beauty and 
its inner theme of deep pain and human 
suffering. The actors and actresses were 
most impressive, he said. 

People came to the play from counlry 
Vicloria and Sydney. 

Sue Dodd (playing Andromache, 
widow of Heclor and mother of As
tyanax) had the audience "crying their 
hearts oul" by five past nine each night. 

Mr Boyle also praised the chorus, the 
lighting, the music for nute and tape 
.:omposed by Sluarl Greenbaum, and 
Ithe playing of nautist Helen Williams. 

He leaves Australia in January to 
become professor of Classics at the Uni
versity of Southern California. 

There was chaos in the German 
department on Open Day after word got 
around the local community about the 
GermaR Children's Program. 

Hundreds of people packed inlo a 
seminar room to watch participants 
Slage a puppel play abOUI Kasperle, Ihe 
German Punch. 

The visitors were wanting to find out 
more about the program, which has 
been operating at Monash for 12 years 
and enables young children from all 
backgrounds to acquire a very sound 
knowledge of German. 

Enrolments have more than doubled 
since then, and at least 40 children 
regularly attend the sessions from 4.30 
to 5.30pm on Fridays in the German 
department. 

Their instructors are senior students 
and native speakers. They teach through 
play and conversation, and children of 
school-age are also taught to read and 

write. 
No English is used during the teaching 

sessions although the children range 
from as young as kindergarten age 
through to mid-primary school. 

Early start 
"Some have a German background, 

German-speaking friends or parents 
who travel." says senior lecturer. Dr 
Silke Hesse, who provides guidance and 
help to the co-ordinator of the program, 
Ms Heike Reich. 

"Others take advantage of the oppor
tunity to gain an early start in a foreign 
language. 

"At their age, perfect pronunciation 
and an unselfconscious use of vocab
ulary can be readily achieved." 

This year Melissa Rogerson became 
the first "graduate" of the program to 
enrol in German at Monash. 
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RESOURCES A.VA.ILABLE PER FUNDED STUDENT PLACE 

12 OR 

HOW TO WREC': THE 
AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITIES AND 

PREVENT TREK COMPETING 
WITH FOREIGN UNIVERSITIES 

II 

TOO LITrLE 
9 TOO LATE 

76 78 80 82 84 
YEAR 

86 88 90 92 94 

This "Dawttins Figure" was prOduced by Professor Owen Potter and his colleagues in the 
department of Chemical Engineering. They took two graphs from the Dawkins White Paper -
Annual expenditure on higher educatton Institutions 1975-91 and Student places funded for the 
same period. Dividing the data of the first graph by that of the second. they produced the graph 
illustrated. showing a catastrophic plunge in funds-per.-student. 

Tom May re-elected 
The Registrar's department has bad a number 01 inquiries about the results of the 

recent election of a graduates' member of the University Council. 
The results of the election, held on 19 October. show that Mr Anthony Henry 

(Tom) May was elected to hold office until 19 October 1992. 
The counting was as follows: 

Candid.lts lsI Count 2nd Count Jrd Count 41h Count 
N.F.l .Doyl. 4\4 47\ 536 598 DEFEATED 

O.R.H. Harris 276 294 357 DEFEATED 

A .H . May 468 504 597 669 
J.T. McArthur 233 286 DEFEATED 

N.W. Turner 172 DEFEATED 

Informal Votes 36 36 36 36 
Exhausted Votes 8 73 296 
Total Votes 1599 1599 1599 \599 
The number of electors on the roll as at 15 August 1988 was 12,788. 

Mr May (8.Ec, LL.B) was first elected to the Un iversity Council as a graduate 
representative in 1972 and has been re-elected three times since. He is the longest 
serving member of Council. 

• Graduates must be registered on the Graduate Roll to take part in the university's 
electoral process. The roll was revised in September this year and cards were sent to all 
graduates inviting them to apply for registration. Any graduate who did not receive a card or 
did not reply is invited to contact The Registrar, Monash University, Clayton 3168 to indicate 
that he or she would like to be involved in the electoral process. Inquiries can be directed to Mr 
John Kesrton on 565 3079. 

Mech Eng to host school 
Mechanical engineers from Hong Western Australia, and from Mount lsa 

Kong, Malaysia, Sarawak and Singa- Mines. 
pore will visit Monash early nex~ year to There will be representatives from all 
take part in a residential Mechanical states of Australia, from New Zealand 
School sponsored by the Electricity and from overseas corporations in
Supply Association of Australia, eluding the China Light and Power 

The school will be the eighth organ- Company of Hong Kong, the National 
ised by the association, a voluntary body . Electricity Board of Malaysia, the Sara
representing public and private bodies wak Electricity Supply Association and 
involved in the regulation, distribution the Public Utilities Board of Singapore. 
and transmission of electricity. Inquiries should be directed to Dr ' 

Monash organiser, Dr Terry Berreen, Berreen on ext. 3519. 

a senior lecturer in Mechanical Engin

eering, says that hosting the schools pro

vides benefits for staff in the exchange 

of ideas and the gaining of contacts in 

industry. 


"The schools provide a revision of 

basic theoretical knowledge and updated 

information about the latest develop

ments in power station design, operation 

and maintenance," he said. 


"They are a valuable source of con

tinuing education for engineers in the 

field of power generation. tI 


People attending will come from the 
Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electricityc Authority, the Water Authority of • Terry Berreen 

• author of Monash's best student play for 1988 describes her prize-winning work as 
"an exptoraUon of the relattonship between the dominant and the marginal through the 
interaction of two households". Margaret Mappin, who is majoring in English, was awarded 
the PLOTS (Playwrights On The Skids) prize for Double Storeys. Negotiations are underway 
to stage the play at La Mama next year. Senior lecturer in English, Mr Richard Pannell, one 
of the judges of the competitton organised by Student Theatre. is ptctured at a recent 
ceremony in the Union before he awarded Ms Mappin (second from left) the prize of a 
cheque for $100. 

Housing problems? 

Professor Stephen Cordner 01 Foren Glenn Jeffery, Northern Rivers College, 

sic Medicine has a refurbished three PO Box 157, Lismore, NSW, 2480. 
bedroom nat avanable lor rent in 
London. 

Located in King Henry's Road within * * * A new housernlndtng service in Mel
easy walking distance of Regent's Park. bourne - 'Safe as Houses' - has on its 
it will be available from the beginning of lists people of proven integrity who will 
October for 12 months in the first look 	after Ute homes of profeSsional
instance_ people, academics aad others wbo are 

Rent is £280 a week. Inquiries to Pro travelling for e~tended periods and have 
fessor Cordner on 6143109 (business not been able to make suUable arrange
hours) or 417 2877 (after hours). ments for the care of their property. 

The service says that all prospective 
'minders' - often people who are reno
vating their own homes or are between * * * 

Northern Rivers College of Advanced buying and selling houses - undergo 
Education at Lismore, NSW, is offering stringent screening and are required to 
cheap holiday accommodation to staff provide three written references from 
members from tertiary institutions and people of high standing in the com
government departments. munity. 

It has villas and houses available for Inquiries should be directed to 'Safe 
rent from 17 December 1988 to 18 as Houses', Chris Kaine and Associates 
February 1989. Pty Ltd, 14 Cheel St, Armadale ~ !43. 

Inquiries should be directed to Mr Phone 509 8188. 

Updating our records 
This year's final Issue of Monash will be changing your address - or 

Reporter is being sent to more than n3me- before {he next issue, would 
37,000 graduates. As in previous you please return this form complete 
years, we are asking your help to with all details. 
keep our massive address list up-to
dote, If you give insufficient informa

I f your copy has been forwarded tion we may not be able to identify 
from an old address or you know you you. 

TO: 	 Mr John Kearton, 
Department of External Relations and Alumni Affairs, 
Monash University, Clayton, 3168 

Surname at time of graduation: ........ ... .................................. ........................ . 


Given names: ...................................................................................................... . 


New surname if applicable: 


Last address notified: .................................................................... .... ........ ........ . 


............ ................................................................ Postcode: .............. .. .................... . 


New address: ........................................ ... ............................................................. . 


Postcode: ................................ ... . 


Degree and year graduated: .. ......................................................................... .. . 


Student 1.0. number, if known : ................ ........................................................ . 
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With th~f • violin. the keyboard of a piano. and 1~~~~r~~~~~~~~EIhurdy-gurdy looks as if It could have resulted from a 
uniOns of craftsmen. But at a recent demonstration 

. well-known Hungarian musician Robert Mandel 
an instrument in rts own right. Combining drone and 

the first stringed instrument to which the keybOard pri'IlCq,(eWaI. al~i~. 
dates from the 12th century, still remains popular in parts of 
Tony Miller. 

Movingtothe rhythms of West Africa and India 

Musical styles of West Africa and India are now an established part of tbe 

teaching program at Monasb, according to senior lecturer in Music, Dr Reis 
Flora. 

Visits this year by experts in Ghanian 
and Indian musical performance have 
enhanced the leaching of traditional 
music genres, he said. 

Indian musician Ashok Roy,. an 
acknowledged master of the" sarod and 
sitar (stringed instruments) and tabla 
(drums), spent the year introducing 
students to the theory and stylistic 
features of the music of the sub
continent. 

His teaching began with lessons in 
traditional singing, a necessary prelude 
(0 the intricate micrOlonal variations of 
Indian music. 

As Indian instruments are basically an 
extension of the voice, vocal training 
provided an excellent starting point for 
students, Dr Flora said. 

Mr Chris Lesser (above), leader of the 
Melbourne-based African musical
dance group, Adzohu. gave students of 
Sub-Saharan music their first 'hands
on' experience with African instru
ments. 

According to Dr Flora, Me Lesser's 
instruction in African music meant that 
the department's set of Ghanian drums 
had their first complete work-out since 

they were purchased a few years ago. 
The music of Africa and India will 

figure prominently next year when the 
department continues its first-year 
courses which do not require prior music 
training, says reader in music, Dr 
Margaret Kartomi. 

Students who enrol in Introduction to 
Western Music and Introduction to 
AsiDn. A/ricDn and Popular Music will 
be grouped according to their musical 
.background by a diagnostic test. 

Those with a higher level of musical 
ability may go on to further studies in 
the department, while for the first time 
other students may take the courses for 
the year only. 

In Introduction to Western Music, 
students will examine the master works 
of the Western classical tradition. from 
the Middle Ages to the present. The em
phasis will be on learning how to listen 
perceptively to music, and on studying 
its social and historical aspects. 

Introduction to Asian, African and 
Popular Music will look at the most in
teresting genres of Asian, African. 
African-influenced America,p popular 
music, Australian folk and popular 
music and Aboriginal urban and tradi
tional music. 

Students will also take part in group 
performance of Asian and African 
ensembles. 

J: EVENING CONCIIlT - Victoriu 
CbiIdrm', CboIr ~ Celebrity 
c--. ..... ' 2I;1v ...... 
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